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PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING, AUGUST 14, 1907. 10 CENTS PER WEEK
STRIKERS NUMBER'
SIX THOUSAND MEN
Both Sides Are Beginning to
(Uhl' Results.
•Cowponies Say They Have Plenty of
Men, But Weiler Say They Are
Not Operators.
UNITED PIONS SKRVICE SAFE.
New York, Aug. 14.-Tele-
graplaerb on strike in New lank
mid other cities:
Wooer's (•ni ))))) main "mice
and brunette% MOO
rested, main Mice  14)41
[soma' branches ...... 73
.trettociated 1.11.14. operators 330
Total lii Nee Vork
In chicago   .1.41345
in Kansas l'ity  400
Iii St. 1.0t11%   305
In New orleans   160
In 46 otIter cites,estIttotted.2,21041
Total nperiatora .tut   0.100
or h. HAS NO
New fork. Aug. 14.-hrevident
Vandercook, of the United Pressor:eel
teensy: "We are having no trembly.
Our policy alwita% been to meet
our ',freestone in meet friendly spirit
and fully recognize their union. We
siatned the scale ar preeeneed heaths,
eniefinittee last April. at which time
the general agreement, coi.rl,ig all
point X, was made: Thio agreement
has. leeel cordially ober ert"
NO HOing OF l'EACE.
altieagseatatraita -14.-etennentswacnier
of Labor Neill says he cast see no
prospects rke a settlement ip sight. He
wide that the struggle between the
telegraph ',mimesis* and operators is
o lt"Peless erepooltiou. As evidence
of his belief that MI agreement an
not be reached lie tile Min ICA late fu-
ture, he stated he does not Intend to
confer with the officials of either of
the telegraph companieo at woe.
Firf:HT IT 017.
"Everathing SIP 111141 President
arrival," said acting Prete-
dent Russell today. "Net action will
he taken until the demands ate sub-
mitted to company. At present the
overwhelming majority of otrikens is
against anything oave r011Iptete tar-
reuder by the telegraph companies.
It is doubtful if the officers can in-
duce the !strikers to ihange their at.
tenth., et en %bated the latter wish
them to do so."
GENTRA ORDERS.
Gellert"' coecuthe board of the
Telegraphers' union testiest the fol-
lowing this afternoete "To all local
presidents and secretaries. The strike
cite now out is authorized and
legal. local officers in those cities
will spare no effort to take out every
Weeterst Union, Postal and Aterociat-
eel press' operator. Telegraphers in
other Hiles will refuse to work with
office% on it strike. Another statement
will follow."
At Peoria.
EU Aug. 14 --All West-
ern l'uton and Postal operators Jn
Peoria and Blooming/on left theft
keys today.
At Louisville.
Lonisville. Aug. 14. ---Telegraph
operators of Loulsvale joined the
strikers today. Both Postal and Wes-
tern Union are affeoted. The office
forms are supplying a Ilmited ser-
vice.
At Indianapolis.
Indianspo'io, Ann 1 1. --The West-
ern Union and Postal operators
Struck here today Eight Men are at
--work in the Western hnion, and
three In Postal office
Cairo Operators Return to Work.
Cairo. TB. Aug, 14. ----The Western
Union and -postal Telegraph opera-
tors of the Cairo offices who went out
on a strike Monday, held a meeting
yesterday afternoon and deeided to
return to work to stay unless: ac gen
et-al strike is called
They acted at onceOn their dee*
ien and went-back to the offices re-
porting for ditty, hut business was ex-
tremely light, In fact they practically
had nothing to dn.
The local operators struck because
)1 the employment of non-union men
on the lines where the reettlar oper-
ators had .gone out.
WEATHER FORECAST.
Generally fair tonight and Thurs-
day. Ninety rising temperature.
Higheat teruperatere ycstery, $8;
lowest today, 044.
SEI`T. 2 HOLIDAY.
()peter Ray, N. la., Aug. 14.-
President Roosevelt bottled an
executhe order today making
Labor day, September 2, a holi-
day for gtovesninent employee




Chicago. Illtr Aug.,I-1.-A ft er
sweaulsig in Ow grand Jury, Fed-
eral Judge Landis today contin-
ued his speelal luvestigation of
Iii. Caicago & Alton rebate
cases iii connortIon with the
Swishiest 00 sompany. in order
to give him tune to inquire into
ehatcher agnoenent the govern-
ment may have Made' looking to
immunity of the railroad.
Till'. ROOTS.
Oyster Bay, Aug. I1.--Seere-
- - fury Root and- - wile were-
• house guests of the president
over night They left (tyster




Of (stioradle :end Southern Trainmen
-Get More Pay.
Denver, Col.: Aug. 1 e---The strike
of the•Brotherhood of Railway Train.
men employ's' by- the t'olorado and
Southern railroad was settled today
by the g.anting of one cent an hour
increase to yard men and amitchmen
It was agreed to arbitrate the de-
mand for another cent. The original
demand was for a two-cent differen-
tial.
STKINIER ‘1411114E Atrittit'N1).
Vessel Hits the Hocks at Point North
of Newburgh.
Poughkeepsie, Aug. 14 -It is re-
ported here that the steamer Morse
has min aground just north of New-
burgh.
May Endanger Ships.
Washington, Aug. 1.4.--With the
probability of. delayed transaction of
governnoent business, as a result
of the telegraphers' strike., thatpart
.of the administration remaining In
WaalaingtOn le deeply concerned at
the -Ifetalleall of she movetrtant and is
hoitingd4i,latertaution by-.the prosis
dent. '
Offtislo believe that a widespread
(Continued on page 4.)
CUPID TURNS NEW
TRICK IN HEARTS
Bride and Groom Were as Ad-
vertised
Meet for First Time at ( I House
-at Clarksville and .tre Married
at Once.
sTonv nowt \CM.
Clarkaville, Tenn., Aug. 14-4SPe-
ciall--Until they met in the office of
the Franklin Hotel here last night,
M. J. Porter. of Bardwell, Ky., and
Miss Pearl Owens, of Cumberlan
Gap, Tenn., never saw each other,
but Cupid eliminated conventional
courtship methods; and allowed them
to fall in love on sight, and this
morning at 11 o'clock at the Baptist
parsonage, they were married by the
Rev F. R. Graves.
Advertising, the wizard of the
.commercial world. brought Mr. and
Mrs. Porter together. Each having
tried the charms of their acquaint-
ances in their home towns, found
none who quite reached their Ideals
and he sought a life partner through
a small advertisement in the pap, :
stating modestly his characterisoh
Fortune directed the eyes of -Mos
Owens to these few lines hid away
In an obscure corner of the paper.
Under the glare of electric lights.
elate aboheitiodittaalootp _toe-each.; they
met in the hotel office. Whatever
Ideas they had formed of each other
In their minds evidently were not
disappointed for their Interest was
utual front the first. Until a late
hour they exchanged vlaws and ides;
ekte-Sese -Ismael,- -before-the -
were married this 'morning, appar-
ently they struck on no subject
about which they did not harmonize.
Sleeping overnight on their determ:-
nation to marry, did not weaken it
and by telephone the ceremony was
arranged with 'Dr. Graves this morn-
ing.
Mr. Porter In the past has been In
the employ of the Harlan-Low Mill-
ing company. of Bardwell.• He is of
tnedotru sise, black hair and with a
look of quiet determination in his
face. Miss Owens is slightly blonde,
and has a graceful physique. They
would give .out none of tnelr pans
for the future, but it Is understood
that Mr. Porter will enter business
for himseif in a bustling western
town. 














iriE OLD, OLD STORY.
ye"4.•
•
A. C. Morrison Steps Waist Deep
-Berryman WasMngton Star.
BLAZING STEAMER
Into Barrel of Scalding lifftWater—ItilitiOSON RIVER
While acquainting himself with the
premises of the Columbia Olanufaete
tiring company In Mechanicsburg,
where he intended going to work, A.
C Morrison of 615 Elisabeth street.
stepped into a sunken barrel of scald-
ing hot water last evening about 5
o'clock. and scalded the flesh off his
extremities to his hips. tie is suffer-
ing severely from the shock, which
camera Dr. J. S. Troutman, the at-
tending phyvician, the most anxiety.
Should he rally from this, as n,,
seems likely, Mr. Morrison will re
cover although he may he confined
to his bed several weeks. By the
boiler room of the manufacturing
plant two sunken barrels of water are
kept, one hot and the other cold.
knowing of their presence, Mr. Mo.
Mason sank walst deep into the toe
water, and had to be dragged out by
employes. who heard his cry. Ills in-
juries are distressingly painful.
Races Four Miles with Flames
Streaming from Her Decks.
Passengers All Rescued—
Hotel Burns to Ground.
kOIm.%h COMPANV II.% s RE.
PADUCAH IS COMING I ROOT NOT TO RESIGN
New York, Aug.14 -With flamesTO MEET PRESIDENT CABINET POSITION sweeping the decks while the crew
Memphis Story That Gunboat Secretary State ,Makes Posi•
Will Join Fleet in the live Statement—Tales
Rivers Speech
Two Killed by KaPlhaieh. Is Elected to Board of Con.
Montgomery, Ala.. Aug. 14.-- A 
Memphis. Aug 14.--The gunboat.
special to the Advertiser from Dade- trol of The Cleveland Paducah. named after the Kentucky
town,  has -not yet received orders to
Orphanage tieturn to Puerto Cortez. Before be.
Ing commissioned to that port, it is
said the war craft will in all proba-
bility leave New Orleans for Paducah,
The Rev. Meyer (enact', rabbi of in order to receive the silver service
Temple 'Israel, has been elected a which the council rthat city has do-
member of the board of trustees of named. If the boat is sent to Padu-
the Jewish orphanage at Cleveland, cah to receive the handsome present
0., having received over 5.000 votes and the present Is not forwarded to
of the 7,009 cast. This election is the Crescent City for presentation
participated in by the lodges of the an effort wilt be made to have it at
Hai Writh( Sons of the Covenant) the port of Paducah when the river
and by the subscribers to the main- fleet bearing the president and gov-
tenance of the Orphanahe, who are ernors passes ,by. If this decision is
scattered all over this broad lead. reached -the Paducab will come down
The Orphanage takes care of about with the flotilla to Memphis and then
500 children and has been establish- go on to New Orleans,
ed for almost. 40 years and is con- 
managed in- 
The Paducah, together with the
sidered one of the best
atitutions of its kind In--44+s 
coun-lother steamers and the motor boat
try. Mr. Lovitch was placed in .nom-
;nation for this honor by Harmony
lodge. of Paducah. An additional
honor has been shown the rabbi -by
electing dim to the board of control
of the Educational - League. This
league is one organied to raise funds'
and' take charge of Jewish children
who show special aptitude in certain
lines and who are not in financial
position to acquire the necessary ed-
ucation. The headquarters of this
leggue are at Cleveland.
Mr. Levitch and - - Ms bride will
reach Padticah about September 1.
7 - 
ville, Ala., says a boiler at Shaffer's
shingle mill, near that place, explod-
ed this afternoon ant Tom McCarty
and William (',raves. employes of the
mill, were killed instantly. Mrs. Mc-
Carty, who bad been mareed only a
few months, was seriously injured.
Town purr's..., - •
Norfolk. Aug. 14.-A .dispatch
from -Princes Anne, 'county seat .of
Somerset county, Md., says the town
is on fire with fireat destruction. The
fire was started by incendiarlds as
the result of recent race troubles.
Addreme in Library. -
Another address is to be given by
Rani W. H. Finescholeber, of- Iowa,
who is visiting in the city. at the lect-
ure room of the Carnegie _library.
Friday afternoon at .4 o'clock. Sev-
eral weeks ago the Rev. Fineschrie-
ber gave an address to the children
at the library, and such a good im-
pression was made that be has con-
eented to give an address on "Social
Unrest" for the men and women of
the city. As a speaker Rabbi Fines-
schrieber needs no introduction, and
he has an earnest method of speak-
ing that cannel fail to hold the au-
dbance's attention.
-a - 
Speaks To Tobe eft Grower's.
Clarksville, Tenn., Aug. le:eh-HOD.
Joel B. Fort has gone td Virginia
where be will visit the dark tobacco I. C. PICNIC CARRIES
district and speak in the irterest of
the Dark Tobacco Growers' mot:a- BIG EXCURSION AWAY
tion. Ho will be accompanied over
the state by Hon. E. T. Bondurant,
vice-president of the association.
Fourteen coaches completely filled
Ntlas Nancy .Arant. with railroad men anti their families 
Miss Nancy Mary Arent, near left this morning for Kuttawa on
Sharp,- Marsitall county, daughter of rthetr mutual -pion*. }alight eeectree
J. W. Arent, died this morning at 2 and a baggage ear left Eleventh
o'clock, of. consumpttop. The funeral street and Broadway and ele more
will...take place at Fleitlehem ceme-;coaches were added to the train a:
tery at 4 o'clock. Union station. Estimates place the
number of people aefieing at 1.509.1
• eilhosibeker Is Dismissed. . All seatg.tnathe aeacheith were oceehynactsatahtate churab midi? a thinahaday
• Tanefer, Aug..' 14.---Fifttembekert pleirina'Svery tette tali, an 4 with of obligallen---thit is iv siteeirailhte;s-
governer ciT CialCirtitiCa.' -fate 'been eitssedgers ritahding..Ohiy. e Argeniye ible Catholics ma's( tali Miss and...
idismissed for having *netted the creiii are working at the shops tor- refrain from servile wo Today,
'massocre of Europeaps at that place, ,aity. Every precaution was taken to the vigil of the Assumption is a fast1
Siboueeker is now a prisoner on prevent any accident that would mar day and a day of abstinence from
ithe pleasure Of the die, Meth meat.board the French cruiser Alote.
fleet, will make an interesting and Im
posing river pageant. When the
magnificent flet arrives in sight of
Memphis it will be met by a tug front
Metnphis, bearing on board Mayor
James H Malone, chairman of the re-
ception committee; the presidents of
the commercial organizations of the
city and other prominent Memphians.
The mayor will board the steamer
Mississippi, upoft which will be the
president and the members of the
inland_ waterways commission, and
deliver an athirt as of welcome , 
DAY OF ASSUMPTION
OBSERVED TOMORROW
Tomorrow will be celebrated by the
Catholic church all over the world
as the Feast of the Assumption. In
the old world it is known as Lady's
day. It commemorates the teaching
of the church that after her death tire
body of Mary, the mother of Jesus
Christ, was Resumed to heaven.
This feast Is celebrated annually on
August 15. it Is one of the great
•
Oyster Ray, Aug. t I - There was
an extraordinary Meeting of aPreiri-
dent Roortevelth cabinet ic Oyster
Bay, the summer capital, last night.
It was learned on good authority
that it Wits arranged In the conference
that Secretary Taft shall outline the
policy of this administration In his
speech In Columbus next Monday. and
that what he says wil be the most im-
portant political declaration of the
year.
Secretary Rot emphatisally dented
after the conference the report that
he was to resign his position in the
cabinet.
Mr. Root was told that it was Aw-
ed that he was going to resign from
the cabinet. First he grinned; then
he laughed. Finally he bald:
"There is nothing in that."
"Do you mean that you do not in-
tend to resign?"
"I•have no such intention."
hit is stated that Mr. Bacon has
resigned. Do you know if that is
so?"
"I saw Mr. Bacon a little more
than an hour ago. He had' not re-
signed then and I don't think he had
any iutention of resigning."
FELL ON HIS HEAD
AND INJURED HIMSELF
Lone Oak, A.Igmit 14- (Aphelia)
-Albert Simpson, a 15-year-old lad
of this place, fell from an apple tree
yesterday afternoon about 6 o'clock
while gathering apples. Simpson was
about 12 feet from the ground, when
he lost his balance, alighting on his
head and back. 'Dr. R. C. Gore was
called and found his left ahoulder
was partially dislocated, Mel that he
was badly bruised about the body,htit
none of the injuries is internal, and
the boy will soon -recover.
MRS. ANN PRICE pn.cu
looti;af, i •
'stra.  Trisi 
site uuintentiohally took a grip he-
lugaikko
mo fir '6( J. -C. Piper, died this
&Iteration at 2 o'clock at Mr. Pipea's
residence, Sixth and Trimble streets.
The cause of her death was general
debility
longing to erI., Wilson, a arummeo
who missed two grips from under his
seat In the coach. ,The grip was re-
tooled. 
I _
fought vainly to overcome the blase,
'the steamer Adarondacks, bound
from New York to Albany. raced for
four miles up the Hudson today and
was finally beached at Rosoton. Just 
pas Ito'assengers were getting thor-
oughly panic stricken the steamer
Hudson dashed alongside and took
them off. The blaze was finally ex-
tinguished and the steamer docked.
Hotel Burns.
New York, Aug. 14.a-Through the
udestratIon by fire last night of a
big summer hotel at Moriches, Long
Island, 27ot guests had narrow es-
rapes, anti lost practically all 'the
possessions they had in the structure.
Most guests were on the porches
when the fire broke out. It spread




Attorney' Prepares to Swear
('roes Oil Bench
Latter Says if Parties .%n.'.%n.'Net Satis-
fied, He Is Willing to %acute
Bench.
4 ) ION ri TOIENT IS MADE,
Whether the defense in the case of
the city Cs. Hugh Boyle, charged with
selling liquor without a license, real-
ly means to swear Judge Cross off
the bench, the judge put it up to Eu-
gene Graves. Boyle's attorney, in the
Police court this morning, by offering
to vacate without the formalities of
an affidavit.
When the case wat called the city
exited for a continuance, because
Chief of Police ('ollins, who swore'
out the warrant, is out of the city.
Mayor Yelser and City Solicitor Camp
bell were present during the proceed-
ings, in ahich the city attorney rep-
resented the city
„ Judge Cross agreed to the contInn-
.a,hee and asked the attorneys to fixh.
o date convenient to all.
"We'll fix the date .'• said Mr.
Graves. -We intend to have another
judge to try the caw."
"Very well, prepare your affidia-
Roam-seed - .ftntser- rross- who eorttfttz• --
ued the case to Saturtho.
"Never mind," he added. "If you
don't like my rulings. I will vacate
the bench without formalities. I.
don't want to try anybody who
doesn't want me to."
-Thete the Mauer rested, atialrlit-
presumed the mayor will he called on
to appoint somebody to try the case,
if Mr. Graves persists in his motion
Police Judge Cross volunteered the
information that they 'attempted to
swear him off the bench. „
' "That is not necessary," said he,
in speaking of the incident. "I would
eke them  a fair trial, but when any-
cone objects to my sitting in a ease,
he doesn't have to tile affidavits, I
don't care to sit in a case if either
party objects to me."
Mayor Yeiser has the appointment
of a judgeho make. When asked to.
day whom he would appoint he said
he had not made up his mind.
Kantinan Plant.-
Rochester, N. Y.. Aug. :Ito:a-Fire
and a series of explosions todity
threatened the total destruction of
the Eastman Kodak company's
leant As it _was, five buildings were
destroyed with a loss of over $1a1,-
nee. The fire followed the explosion
in a two-story brick structure. 'The
cause Is unknown,
FIGHT FOR HER CHILD
W11'I, BE CONTINUED
For the possession of her- child.
Mrs. Ewen !Ingram ig putting up a
hard fight, and an appeal will be tak-
en to the circuit court by her attor-
neys, Lucas & Gilbert. Yesterday
morning In -the cattle), court the de-
Icialon wait given in favor of the tiniof the Friendless, which desires to
the child
BURGLARS BREAK INTO
UMW BY REAR DOOR
Burglars on _the hunt for money
broke into the Southern Store. 314
Broadway, last night after 10 o'clork
and stole $5 from the cash register.
Entrance was effected by forcing
open the back door. So far nothing
has been missed from the stock. The
safe was not 'meddled with.
A fine set of harness was stolen
from John Copeland's livery stable
on Jefferson street, last night, and
no trace of. it has been found. Tee
pollee are working on the case.
FOR RENT-The barber shop on
Seventh street opposite the court
house Pmetesslon given at niv!t.
Apply at Biederman's store
- There will be an ice co
per tomorrow afternoon at
idenee of Mrs.. Milte_lseman tor to ,
benefit of the new grove of the,
0. W. Auxiliary.
OLD BOOK IS THIS
PIUNTED IN 1811
Perhaps, thy distinction of owning
the oldest book in the city, in point
of publication. belongs to Mr M k 
Mitchell, Sr. "Choate/tie Temph.-
tale of truth: by Mrs. Rowsnn iii :ts
eighth American edition was pub-
lished In 1111. The page of the hook
's, 5.1-4 x 3 inches, and the back is
composed of stiff parchment cohered
with cloth. closely resembling
books that have WA COTered with
Cloth to protect the covers frothi
wear. Printed on the parchment of
the back is an Interesting account
of a speech elven by some famous
RETURNS DRUMMER'S men of by gode days. Distinguishable
4+ part of the speech he wallet -othee- --
GRIP TAKEN BY MISTAK& theta are offered that the governmeet
will provide fortiatatione lighthothe
es and internal improvement* in oth-
er states end .territories, and he tan-
phatically deplores the total neglect
Of Kentiteky. The printing is easily
read, but from elite the pages of the
hook are tinged With yellow. Of the
book 110 pages remain. Mr. Mitchel
lives near -Cadie. and is in the tv
painting. and who Pfv:sed through on a •rlMt hi ills gen. Mr. M A. Mitch -
The mystery of the gill% hag been
solved, Mrs. Clara Ruseell, Trete-
vane Tenn., called to Smithiand by
the illness of her husband, who fell
from he roof of a house he was
rakeaea. Urdu Treeevaut; ell. Jr:. and bentigttt the boon with
tarawrid to Palattlisaellsteachite thatehistese4e-aourelieenes'llthePresatfttetteteir-see -
family for many yeses. hvoi
Mr. A. 0. Buchanan returned this





TI1E PADITCAtt:EvENING Will INDA.'1, Art:UST t
BABY'S
rot mind when he showed up at the
Is the joy of the household, for without hotel that night. ,
it no happiness can be complete. Hear 
J lie told Ansou killar he had beensweet the picture of mother and babel doing and 4.esen asked:
Angels smile at and commend the "Pla) lag the stocks, eb, Kit; what
thoughts and aspirations of the motherE bending over the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, how-
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indes.-iribable dread and fear. Case of Had l'ye-Sigitt.
Every woman should know that Ole danger, pain and horror of child- When the Washington team was in
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific Detroit last year Sam Thouipsou, the
Iihiment for external use only, which toughens anti renders pliable all 
one-time Philadelphia star, who now
the parts, and assists nature iu
its sublime work. By its aid MOTHER
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in per-
fect safety and without pain.
Sold at at oo per bottle by druggists. Our book FRIE
of priceless value to all women sent free. Address
1141110rIELD REIMPLA TOR 00.. AO ant a.. an
were you, a bull or a bear?"
"I wasn't neither," angrily replied
aiitredoe; "they made a monkey out
of me."
 4.•  1.0
Some Good Baseball Stories
.Donovatem Tale of a "Rube."
"Down in one of the mush leagues
Where I used to play," says Wild Bill
Donovan, the Detroit ',Renee, "before
tor name had appeared in the papers
More than half a dozen times. a big,
broad-shouldered athletic young fel-
low appeared on the field one day and
asked to be allowed to play. We
looked him over and decided to give
him a chance.
S'When he came to bat the pitcher
Mot the bail over the plate.
" 'One strike.' said the umpire.
•"kitsw is that a strike?' asked the
tube. 'I never struck at the ball.'
" 'Because I said so.' retorted the
empire. Along came another. 'Two
Strikes,' the umpire yelled.
"'Here, explain elite thing to me,'
Said the Rube. 'why do you say -two
strikes when I haven't struck at the
Stall al elle'
"Before the umpire could repa . up
Ill\ I THE Sliaal
\ r TO VI&
VACATION.
O 1.:D FOIL elese _ _ _
t MONTH.
'
came another—a stroight one—
walie high. Me. Amateur let go with
all his might, and away went the
ball—faster and faster, higher and
higher, as it sailed away; Just as the
ball was mussing over the fence 1
Malted toward the plate and there
was the numbskull standing stock
still.
"'Run" I shouted, ,for we needed
the tally. 'Rue!' Don't you see the
ball has gone over the fence?'
"'Run" be howled back. 'Not on
your life. I've done nothing to run
For. I didn't mean to lose the bait,
but I've got the money to pay for it.
Flow [melt Is the damages?' "
What Happened to "Mal."
Malachi Kittredge all through his
baeebail career was forever trying to
in•est his money in some schemes or
enterprises where the -returns would
be large.
Most baseball players- try to get
rieh quick by wagering their money
the race track, hut tpla was one of
1-4.e hi.newa IttAiettled
mute] to Kit.
lie did take a flyer once in stocks
when he was a member of Anion's
Chicago team. -
At this time Hutchison, the pitcher,
was supposed to stand in with some
haltritfee
thing tips, and after Kittredge bad
-een the pitcher come out ahead obey-
-rat times on the deals be deter-
-led to play the stocks himself. He
tatted lu with $300, but before the
!ay was over the sturdy little reacher
rue et
thee in the Wolverine city, came
aroupd to the hotel in order to have
a little fanning bee with the boys.
Sam retired from the game ten years
ago, although he filled in for Detroit
a short whileaast summer and deliv-
ered the goods in old-time form.
At the Washington's headquarters
in Detroit Sam and Lave Cross got to
fanning, and Thompson asked Cross
how long he Intended remaining in
"Oh, for many years yet," jocularly
replied Lave, "as I sin only a young-
ster in feeling, if not in age.'
"How old are you, anyway, Lave?"
inquired Thompson, with that stereo-
pe expression of countenance which
never changes under any conditions.
"Oh. I've seeli about thirty-five aunt
fliers." replied Cross with a grin.
"If that's all you've seen," replied
Thonipson, as he bit off the end of a
cigar, "its you to an mmHg quick."
 ISIIMINEREINIMMINMIMMININM
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign;
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-















JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Regicter Office, 523 Broadway
 enerIMINOMININgliMp'
A Man is Known by the Telea
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the




AND BALANCE OF WEEK
Grand Musical Engagement by the South's MA
Famous Vocalist





Not Exactly A Fool, But—
W'hen Mindow Mertes was playing
on the Chicago National league team
he and Tim Hurst used to have ainuait
continual 'Moaning," for if Tim ever
laced to kid one player more than an-
other, that player was Mertes. Tim
had faraway the advantage over Mer-
tea ren"account of the latter getting
angry quickly and being a terrible
slow hand at reparee
One day, when the New Yorks were
playing at Chicago, Tim called Sati-
ates.; out when that player had tried
to steal second bast. Mertes, though
a heavy man, was a splendid beg pur-
loiner, and, indeed, led the National
league one season in this respect.
As he prided himself on his facility
In stealing a base the da :,.ton ren-
dered by l'mpire Hurst meth- him un-
usually sore. So he cameam to the
little' leash- iterfpira 011-111-e run, and
there began one of those arguments
between the two which used to de-
light the other player.. Finally Mer-
tes asked:
"What do you take me for. Tim
Hurst; do you think I am a fool?" •
"No." sairl'im, with one of his
most cherubic smiles, "I do not take
You for a fool, Sandow ,but what an




Little iteigien Girl Whom the (;reat
Napolems Told to (are for Mother.
Stomach Muscles LORD BARRINGTON
in Old Age -
People should be more And more care- HIS
fel, as age advances, to see that their,
bowels mon regUlarly. In this way they'
elan keep themselves m gooa health and
prolong life. The bowels are not as ac-
tive in middle-life and old age as they
are in youth, and with the majority there 
Killed His Ilt•nefector at_nd Threw. the
and obstinate nature. Gal Evidence.
is a tendency to constipation of a chronic'
To ward off the possibility of serious
diseases use Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep-
sin, the grist herb laxative compound. 'It is especially settee to the use of elderly pewpie bemuse It in preempt but gentle in action. ER. Louis, Aug. 14,-- "Lord" F."audisdtobves eliaaseworkwizigaikthowu.t paurirtunangtivoer waetekresulargin . 4Seymour Barrington when informed
cathartic tablet& These should not be used by, a uesday afternoon that Gov. Folk hadchildren. women, cad folks or weak merse be- cow%ted his sentence of death tocause they are to° vlolebt in action and generally • ,grti.e. Furthermore, tbe results are temporary,ilfe prisonruent, received the anas r' actimia lets in and the bowels are bound ni• 110U ncement in sullen Silenceglum than ever.
A remedy like Or. Caldwell's Syrup Petals is He was in his cell in the Claytonvery gentle to action and yet thoroughly NW-jive. and as it containstonic ereeeetaa. Is jail, where he has been a prlsonerstrengthens the eystem isesead of weakening since the murder of James Fe McCannThe results re Prinnanent. gradual.many can in a short time do away with more than four years ago. He showedet all laxatives. IL will cure the most =Meeunstipatton, dyspepsia. liver trouble. bilious- ne pleaeure in the-prospect of r0-ne,,.. mementos sour stomach, weak stomach, move!, only a few days distant, tobeeitina. drowsiness atter eating wad such otheratongach, Ilefte SIM bowel troubies. Jefferson City. His execution, avert-
To more Mow elective it is In serious ewes eil by the governor's action, had beimthe expertgaai at Sir. Armstrong:. of Decatur,can Weiss& Ho Suffered (rem a guilabot set for August 25.wound Midas Sae Clv I War which caused a par- Murdered Benefactor.till paralysis ot Ike bowel% and he has had eversettee to WOOS IIIIIIISIve. Re Kays be tit.ver found Barrington whose identity as theanything so ellegiZ whit.ig worked so nearto maitre, as Dr. weies eyrie, fir, y notorioue George Frederic* Bare:heatit anti you will say tAto slime. The price WM crook of international reputatiou, hasmeta or a Metes se one dreeri‘e been established by pollee records of
St. Louis and Loudon, lured his bene-
factor, James P. MacCann, from his
home at 2901 Franklin avenue in' the
summer of 1903 and killed him at
Bonilla quarry, St. Louis county.
The body was thrown over a high
embankment Into a quarry pond, Ana
was discovered a week later. Bar-
rington was convicted on what law-
yers have held to be a perfect case of
circumstantial evidence, '
It was shown that he went to the
quarty with McCann, that he wore
home his clothes and carried -his
watch and revolver and other articles
and that he resorted to schemes. tto
MA N I ESTED- AT CtTlii owi deceive Mrs. McCann as to McCann's
CIEItT AT PARK C et NO. 
whereabouts, and finality. that he
started to saee front St. Louis upon
the discovery of the body.
hie\ COMMUTED To
LIFE IMPRISONMENT.
T =ViIitrital:::lfitw llfsollitesamilearieffille Isolt law*addroollotai to wors astaemuds will ft do vs Oa_ two lo VinoORM. war lam& Ise II If an WM myisielans INamater a lora *aim GoolostMEM onsos for dalMrds, mem art lidInks. A
, ;firo So Good ailrofoa•PUDBRUCcAM PEPSIN." Ms mintSons Purity rearm* No. 7, Weveinglie. 0. Go,
PEPSIN SYRUP OS.
107 CaidwelI Bldg. Monticello. M. .
ENTHUSIASM
Beeler .11tendanto Then tile opening
Night and St•% era] Itetuneed To
Hear I 'to, haTiogigl Time,
There is still living'ain the village
,f [signs.. Belgium, a woman who
-poke with the great Napoleon on the
day of the battle -June 16, 181.1—at
that place.
Her name Is Mme. Anne-Josephe
Rubay, gays the London Daily Graph-
ic, and she will reach her 102nd birth
day on July 29, Her memory is still
perfectly clear as to the Incident. Na-
paleon mad estabaished his quarters
close eo the little farm where she
and her mother were alone. Her par-
ents had buried' their 1.ttle stock of
money and valuables in toe ground,
.ind in the morning the emperor
ante outeand took up his position
close to the spot. Fearing that he
might discover the hiding Mace, the
farmer's wife, to d.stract his atten-
tion, took her head in both hands and
pretending to be suffering from tooth-
ache.
This attracted, the emperor's atten-
tion aae, coating over to the woman,
he told her not to be afraid, hut ad-
ded that as the battle was about to
be fought sha should betake herself
and her little girl to a place of safe-
ty. He then turned to the little An-
ne-Josephe; and patting her on the
head, told her to be a "god little
girl and take care of her mother."
Encouraged by his kindness, the
farmer's wife then told the emperor
that her brother had served in one
of his Dragoon regiments, but had
not been beard of for -several years.
On ascertaining thT—name of the
regiment Napoleon replied that it
was one of those that had suffered
most during ebb retreat from Russia,
hut be would have inquiries made.
He then told them to hurry off-into
the forest of Sombreffe until the fight
lug was over. Mme. Rubay has a per-
Although several 'of those who at-
tended the opening performance of
Mrs. John Cathey's Concert cotton-
ny at Wallace park, returned last
night when the program was remeat-
d, The enibuslasin wes unbounded,
and Mrs. Cathey and the Misses Bur-
row, were compelled to respond to
encores after every number on the
program. Tonight the program will
be entirely changed. The audience
was larger last night than Monday,
and it is expected that the Casino
will be full tonight.
(in
Strange. look It?
A lace wh .-:•• name was Miss Rook
a school how to cook.
fellow she wed.
1 thin I.. now is dead




Charge of Killing Editor Scott,
if World.
Helena, ,',rk., , Aug. 13.—Gill)'
Archdale, of Newby, was placed on
trial today for complicity in the mur-
der of City Editor J. M. Scott, of tha
Helena World. A half dozen or more
witnesses were examined, but no die
rect testimony was adduced, all being
circumstantial. Mrs. Alma Wied-
Man, a night operator at the South-
wevern telephone exchange, testified
Oat on the night of the killing, she
heard somebody telephone from New-
by's saloon to a place at Inmen and
then to Armstrong & Rooks, and
thought site recognized the voice as
that of Arehdale. Three or four ne-
groes were among the witpesses et-
arnined, but as usual their testimony
was eonflicting. The mice will be
argues tomorrow, and Ben Carruth,
charged with assassinating Scott, willfeet recollection of the emperor's ap- be placed on trial, 'pearance, and describes him as "a lit-
t:e man with a big nose."
She also remembers the scene' of
destruction and slaughter presented
by the village when they returned the
next day. 'She atilecribes the French
soldiers as "fine fellowee• but her
reffelection of the Prussians Is not
so favorable, for "they ate up all our
chickens attd our two calves without
payaig. for them."
Honors to Life Savers.
Washington, Aug. 13.—The board
of governors of ithe American Cross
of Honor will"meet in Washingtone%
October 17, 19,47, to ontlinesthe pol-
icy to he pursued by this order of
life severe. Among other important
subjects te be discussed will be that
of presentina annually the cross of,
the order to the person whe has per-
fornied the most beroid Set In the
saving of life.
This order is unique among omele-
ttes as each of its members has saved
from One to one hundred lives.
,
g laateereite.- -Nraite, P tfi Mg.`
theft Mug on the tendaville stage
Mr three months: 'and the money I
get from that I can take Malting les-
sons 11-m• Fregende Wetter,
Found Treasure in It Tree.
A "Mettler case of freasure_trove is
reported from the Bergian village of
Saint Omer-Capelle, where some boys
climbing an old willow tree to rob a
'terti's nest found 4n a hole high up
in the trunk an old leather bag.
On opening this they -found it to
contain what seemed to be bright yea
lowecometers -e ---p'ers% - -of -Pinar,
bearing writing which they did not
understand. So -they made playthings
of the lot, and gave some away, with-
out, however, anything being damag-
ed. I
As soon as the find reached tha
ears of the parents they naturally
guessed the truth. Some among them,
being honestly 'disposed, gave infor-
mation to the Maine watch after
settle trouble reigetati in the whole
contents of the bag being got togeth-
ed again. They were oldnotes tied
gold representing 20,000 francs. —
London Globe.
Gone, the Old-Eateloioned Hoye.
The bee of a half-century ago was
much more often than now country-
bred. Cities haveessawm anormiesely
lit that time, and the office boy de-
mand is much more largely filled now
than formerly from a stock of boys
that are urbas-bred, who "never
milked a cow nor sax/ onions grow In
the garden." And there is no dodg-
fact- ittat---nteity-
yonnarters very early in life learn to
roll cigarettes and are seduced by
the allurements of "craps." It was
the country boy, too, most likely, that
brought to town in the old-fashioned
days the artlete habit of intoning
"yes, sir" and ''no, sir,"
The town-bred boy, before he is 12
years old, sometimes knows too much
that he ought not to know, and, it is
to be feared, has not always been im-
bued with a proper appreciation of
those wholesome maxima of manners
and conduct which are so geneeally
ascribed to the "old-fashioned boy."
All right thinking people will agree
that there are certain old fashhene
which should never become obeolete
If the fashion in the habits and char-
acteristics of boys has reaper changed
for the emote, the fact Ise serious
one; it signifies a lowering of the
manhood grale that is to follow. As
has been remarked before, hoWever.
there is large reason to assume that
evhatever changes have taken place
are not of fundamental importance.
The current crop of boys is probably
In harenony with the methods and the
nianners of the times. Old-fashioned
business ways have gone, and perhaps
that accounts mainly for the disap-
pearance of the old-fashioned office
boy—Baittmore American.
Strong Language.
"Do you know what the governor
of North Carolina said to the gov-
ernor of South Carolina?" r
"I do. But that ain't a circum-




To the bunko artist one man's
money is as good as anotaer's.
TWICE-TOLD TESTIMONY.
Poodutah People Are Doing All They
Can for Fellow Sufferers.
Paducah testimony has been pule
lished to prove the merit of Doan's
Kidney Pills to others in Paducah
who suffer from bad backs and kid-
ney Ills. Lest any sufferer doubt that
the curet niader---by .Doan's Kidney
Pills are thorough and lasting we pro
duce - confirmed proof—statements
from Paducab people saying that the
cures they told - of years ago were
permanent. Here's a Paducah case:
J. W. Wootatt, retired, of 1403
Burnett street, Paducah, Ky., says:
"Abont seven years' ago I gave a
statement for publication telling of
he great merits ealraDoanis Raceiney
Pills and what they had done for me
after other remedies had failed to
even help rue. I was at that time a
sufferer from backache and kidney
trouble of years standing. My rest at
night was greatly broken and me
health was greatly run down. I learn-
ed of Dean's Kidney Pille and Pro-
cured them at DuBois & Co.'s drug
ore, I took them as directed and
was greatly benefited. This was seven
years ago and at this time, February
IS, 1907, I think even more highly
of this remedy than I did then as it
has stood the test. I most heartily
endorse Doane' Kidney Pills."
"The ierporatioe1 1E resolve(' ett) ..1.7Or sale hy..el Priee .60
tlainyn.r hiespoiene;!.hlef:,. e etbe re re- ,nts. Fester-Mlibiten (M.: Buffalo.
ate York, tete agents-for the Nitre!
Yes, the 'Keil, Off the drac,' States. •
signs are a': re.sriv." --Meggenderfer Remember the name—Dean's






First Aid to the Injured
Always use PARACAMPS SOAP It will Cleanse, Cool
and Soothe your Skin.
41.
FlOtel Marlborough
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located lintel On
111,.atiWnr. Only ten mitmtes walk
to .15 leading theatres. Complete,.
renovated awl transformed in g r.
department. Vietoelate in all 1-i-
:q.t.( it. Teleplioac in c,eh room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
weh Capacity of 1200.-
The Famous
German Restaurant
s h,, f,• •
I I
aropeso She. 4011 lows& Me Baths,
Iti.; en toe Rooms St -SO sod upward. $2.00 and upward with bath. Parke, Bedroom pod Nthsat. $3.00 and upward. t .00 extra whore two oweo,t. occury a owlets room.
 VL FOR D001‘.1.17T. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
F.. M. TIEIRNLY. ttlawasor
• 
STRAN•:E FUNERAL DIRECEIONS.
Man Who Wanted Books In His Cot.
fin—Burial Rohr of Scartrt
- - ' -
Sr James Co'quohnun, whose re-
cently proved will contains a direr-
Con that his body should be dressea
for burial in evening costume, was
one of many men who have made
ii .onventional arrangements for
l'utemuient.
.One of the most singular of these
testamentary directions was that of
John ruderwohd, of Whittlesea,
whose body, fully dresse& was plac-
ed in a gteen coffin, rnder his head
was placed a copy 6t Horace; his feet
rested on Bentley's\ "Milton," Bent-
:ev's "Horace" was placed beneath
his back, and on his right and left
sides were a third Horace . and a•
Greek testament.
Mrs. 'Margar'et Cousins, of Cuxton,
in Kent, made her last journey attir-
e, s'llhoising-itress-ersettlet
and a coal hewer of Tong, near Leeds
tone Jack I-lust:era; was laid to meat
with his head pi:lowed on a lump of
coal and with his pipe and tobacco
by his side.—Vesetenasster Gazette,
Royal NeIghbure Meet.
The .Royel, Neighbors auxiliary so-
ciety of the Modern Woodmen of
Arnarice met yesterday afternoon
with Mrs. le. N Burger, 1e12 Smith
Fifth street. Plans wete dirmused
tar eVolithdme einnteorraAtmmeri, Meetinga n°1c1 
Modern
Neighbors will assist in the eucrete
of the dav.
HARRY ANDERSON, ONE 9 15
give ptomt personal at,
appointed carriaites
tention at all times.
Service in Paducah
You get handsome, well
when I serve you. We
The Best Crriar„re
-Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.. 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
Complete machine shop.




We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499




CITIZENS' SHIMS BANK 1.
lemorporated
Aawatant Caahlir.
Oaphal 1.,4" r••-.4 ••••,:6-4,10TV. Irr"..irt 164:6-egite. ....• -- .... elloomet
Sarnia, el* I• • 4: • • • WV  • 110,005
Stockholders liability ...-e  era... 100,00e
A
'Fetal wernrtty te depositors $350.008
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
SIMI! as well as large dePositoo4 and *cooed to all the peertaarteons treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits











Yesterday a contract wits awarded
to the Southern Construction com-
pany for buildlng lie= road as soon as
reattosetteeser gOagere Into Mrs
'Officers of the construction eompany
eleoted are as follows: J. F. Harth;
prveldent: IT. H. Levine, secretary,
and B. H. Scott, treasurer.
"Regular as the Sun"
Is an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun is the most regular perform-
ance In the universe, ualese it is the
action of the liver an; bowels when
regulated with Dr. King's New Life
Pit's. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25e.
• Admiral Farrag-at says he used to
be guided by a stile small settee which.
toel him what to d.o in battles.
As' a remelt of special wcek done by
the Rev. S. Gray, of Brighton, Eng-









The success of leuee Kid-
ney Pills is u.orolcrfill, and
fully Verify our juilgibebt is
guernet•
Cure in kidney troubles.
They come in 50c box-al
and a wri7lett guarantee is
given with each hex.
Why suffer wLeo relief can
befiad ?
WILL J. GILBERT




COMPANI ELECTS OFFICERS FOR
ITS LINES.
Contract Awarded to Soathern Cos-
rtruction Company for the May- '
field Line.,
W. A. elartin, president.
H. H. biome, pecretery and gen-
end manager.
W. IL Scott, trcancirer.
Dereetore-ef-Ote-feetreherto
Railroad company-, a newly incorpor-
notated eorhpatiy, elected the above
officers last night. The purpose of
the formation of the nompany is the
building of an interurban line
through, west Kgntueky, and the kap.
LOUISVILLE CITY
'HOSPITAL IS BAD 
,fhe ward lee boxes are too small and
show bad care taken of the food in
I hem.
Patients Nee Gives Knives and Forks.
General-ePlutubing defective all
through the hpuse, all closets unsan-
NhysicianS 'Say it Coniparcs eery, ventilatiug shaft out of use as
to Ancient Prisons fans are broken, geueral shortage of
linens, mattresses as a rule very filthy
insufficiency of ward helpers, soiled
dishes are washed and kept In the
tuberculosis Patient and Typboldeivard. No knifes and forks are sup-
plied the patients. All food except
bout= Is Supplied in one plate.
The laundry it atresetntely unable
to meet the wants of the hospital.
Nursing Staff inadequate. There is
criminal neglect in allowing tubercu-
lar cases in tbe same ward as ptiett-
monia..typhold fevert etc.; but the
present, arrangement admits oflittle
Improvement in title matter. The en-
tire building and methods are a
ceTnie Reg-I-hist humanity and a dis-
grace to Louisville.
This criticism is not made as a re-
tlection against the head of this in-
stitutione but again.st the Insufficiency
of funds supplied by the proper au-
thorities toearry on work that should
be a credit to our city. After care-
ful consideration of the conditions as
reported, we respectfully recommend
the following:
-
and Pneumonia Patients Are
Houeed Together.
HAVE NOT SUFFICIENT VEND&
Isouleville, Ky.. Aug. 14.—Mayor
Robert W. Bengt:tam, peremptorily re-
Aegtemiesupeelo
eat of the Loulaville city hospital and
appointed Dr. Jouett Meuefee in his
lu taking this action Mayor Bing-
hani issued a statement that no mat-
ter what happened politically or oth-
erwe he would Live all of his time
end energy to rgnately the . terrible
eonditions which exist at the city
hospital, and thick grew up under
the inlet city adnilnistration.
At noon Mayor Bingham received
a report from theeconunittee of phy-
zielans appeluted several weeks ago
by the Jefferson County Medical asso-
lathe) to exuntine into the fond!-
Lions Don at the city hospital. This coin-
mittee consisted of Dr. Sidney' Mel-
ree presideut of the association: Dr.
Cuthbert Thompson and Dr. William
Bailey, three of the lore-most phytic-
ians of Lonts4itte.
e'unnitittee's Report.
Report 9? the coninetteo te Ills
Honor. Mayor Robert W. Bingham,
mayor of the city of Louisville. con-
cerning Louisville city hospital.--
Voter committee in Its entirety visit-
ed the city hospital, and after a thor-
ough investigation, begs leave to sub-
mit the following report:
Deteetidn Ward- -In this piece are
harbored contagious diseases. cases
of delirium tremens and those of un-
Feeleti.mied, This waril ltears.41, 
relation,to the erleons of barbaric
-Europe. The unsanitary eondittoreis
most marked, the veptIlation is 'Airy
bad; In fact, one room has neither
'Itght nor air: the odor of the place
Is disgusting, the bathtubs dirty and
emateeeeteee-114-the-.--
Male Medical Ward—This ward is
overcrowded. Mattresses filthy and
net, bedsteads require 'inflating. Not
enough room to keep the siek clean.
plumbing bad. •
Male Surkleal Ward—limning
Hal stock was recent's. Inereatied room for cases dirty. Dirty wooden
front $e0.000 to $1.0110,000., . table fpr dreseIng cases. Linens
abort. Mattresses filthy.
Children's Ward --White and col-
ored children sleep in the Pallle ward
Toilet room and bath used -to dry
children's clothes in. Linen short.
Female eVard—Linems ecart Mat-
tresses filthy. Toilet room dirty.
/Female Surgical Ward—Toilet
room dirty. Soiled dreg/rings kept in
open cans often several days before
removal to laundry, shortage of lin-
ens, mattrerses
Operating-room' — No overhead
11.ght, sink ventilator opens into it
sterilizer antiquated, no proper place
for instruments, mattresses filthy.
Male Surgical Wart—Mattresses
filthy, linens scant, dressings and
linens soiled kept in open cans too
long.
Colored Ward-- Same condition
here only worse.
°Asterism) Ward--Old wooden ta-
ble In use, mattress bad.
Kitchen—Not as clean as it might
P . iee box Very dtrty, eith ale
The Limit of Lift.. •
The most eminent medical scien-
tists are unanimous in the conclusion
that the generally accepted limitation
of human lee Is many 'years below
the attainment possible with the ad-
vanced knowledge of which the race
is now possessed: The critical period,
that eletennines Its duration, seems
to be between ett and 60; the prop-
er care of the body during this de-
cade cannot be too strongly urged:.
carelessoess then being fatal to lon-
gevity. Nature's best - helper after 50
Is letectrie Bitters, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every or-
gan of the body.' Guaranteed by all
druggists. Sc.
SIMPLY TRYING A NEW WHISTLE
Equilibrium of the Navy Yard is Dis-
turbed. by Strange Noise of
"Touter."
Brooklyn, N, Y., Aug. 14.—Toot!
Toot! T00000000t! Toot-oot!
"Gee! the morning has gene by
awfully quick." Smith, the nom de
plume of the navy yazel clerk, said to
-ettother--eferite- steam Tart-err
"There goes the noon whistle!"
"Nave; can't he." remarked Jones
as he continued to work the adding
machine crank like an. automaton,
"Guess you're right!"
Toot! Toot! Tooeoott —
"What is it?" exclaimed Smith, as
he became excited. "Somebody's
killed or maybe it's a fire."
Toot! Toot!
"There it goes again!"
"Yes," -.Tones replied, wearily. Jones plus frem pier of the triple
has been employed at the yard for
nearly. two decades, and usually noth-
ing ever exiles him—not even the
ehispered consultations that fre-
quently go on between Johnson, an-
other fake name, and C,ongressmati
Calder.
T000000t!
— !" The chief clerk h
awakened and let 'out an oath
being thus dtsturbed.
"The machine shop's afire!
Whoopee!" shouted the office boy as
he bolted gut of the door.
The contagion of the wild Indian
spirit of the particular species of hu-
ntauity known as the office boy spread
like the barber's itch through the
whole office, and even Jones bad to
join in.
Toot!' Toot!
Guided by the sibilant sound of the
whistle the clerks end a number of
workmen and marines who happened
 AnnommiguLe *o be In the vicinity rushed to the
rear corners of the machine shop of
the steam engineering department.
Young Men and le enten for positions of 'trust,
where intelligent service will be appreciated and
paid for—
Experienced Men and Women—for positiens re-
quiring ability and tact—
People or-Alt Ages, of all talents, of divers
ablities, for Stilt-able lines of employment 
l'sed 'rhings—such as Planes, Organs, Every
Soreof Musical Instrument, Writing Machloes,
CaatRegisters, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, Beeke, Eogravitess, Post-Cards,
Stamp Collections, Rugs, Carpets, Furniture of
Seery kind—
Horses and Carriages, trucks, buelness wagons,
bicegjes, guns, cameras, figures tackle, autemo-
bileit---
Real EsLete•elota, plots, acres, leaseltoldS, equi
ties, houses, dabs, apartments, stores-- -
fnatetretewrin- painting, ntriging,--the etaltn and
piano, Short' hand, accounting, oorreSpotelence,
language, dancing--
Placeg to Live—houses, apartments, furnished
minis, boarding places where life is interesting.
These are some of the thousands
of people and things that are
"wanted'' in this city just now,




INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a ,SUN Want Advertisement.
As they rounded the keener they dis-
overed Lieutenant Commander Thetas
of steam eitgineering and Lieutenant
Commander II. H-. Leign behind a
steaming whistle calmly talking over
the points of merit possessed by this
particular noise producer which the
navy department is considering plac-
ingen all battleships,
The Tess said about the -retreat the
better.
vice.
Col. Scharff's influence, however,
secured a trial for his Wine protege,
and Miss Aldrich was given an ap-
prentleeship in the exchange at Lyin-
donville.
In two weeks she was sent to West
Burke to take charge of the day work
there, and from the first day of ser-
vicie-thereetieseneeseiebeereet-
regarding the telephone exchange
there?
The blind girl has sole charge of
this important little ex .hange cover-
ing the territory of West Burke, New-
ark, East Haven, Sutton and Burke.
with 40 miles of service, 140 sub-
scribers and an average of 20 toll
calls per day.
leach toll call has to be recorded,
and Miss Aldrich makes the reeprd in
this way:
As soon as she secures a moment
after a long-distance call she makes
an entry of the call in the "braille.'
system upon a paper record which she
always keeps du a desk dear the
switchboard, At night, when she Is
relieved, these entries ar.- copied by
hee upon a typewriter, which is also
a part cif the equipmeut of the office,
and the report is ready to send in to
headquarters at St. Johnsbury.
The West Burke exchange is lo-
cated In a little room with one win,
dove- in the rear of the town's princi-
pal- drug store. The room contains
the switchboard a ith its 40 drops, teu
sets of pings and a dozen keys, two
chairs, one for vieitors and one for
Miss Aldrich, and a [Aline bed vet in
the corner for the use of the night
girl
Miss Aldrich goes on duty at .7
o'clock In the murulug and. work&
alone all -day With the exception of a
dinner hour until ti o'clock at night,
when she is relieved by the night girl.
The blind girl is tall ant slim, with
dark hair and a firm little mouth.
which discloses something of the
--eirsecteeer-ititteit has enabled
hertossucceed in a position In which
it seems impoeslisle for one blind to
win success.
"It Is very easy.- declares Miss Aid
rich modestly, "miteh eagier to be a
telephone operator without being able
to see. than are Inane of the other
pt;Olons which the blind fill.'You see, 1 have no difficulty at
all, ' and Miss Aldrich, in response to
a call. quickly withdrew two of the
Enclorsed By the County,
"The most popular remedy ite Ot-
sego county, and the best friend of
my family.," writes Wm. M. Dietz, ed-
itor and publisher of the Otsego
Journal. Glibertsyllie, N. Y., "Is Dr.
King's New Discovery. It has proved
to be an ,infallible cure for coughs
and colds, making short work of the
worst of them. We always keep a bot-
tle in- the house. I believe it to be
the most valuable prescription
known for Hung and Throat diseas-
e." Guaranteed to never disappoint
the taker. Sold by all druggists
Price b0c and $1.00. Trial bottle
ernes ---
An'Accident.
Redd—"Have any accident in your
machine today?"
' Greene—"Yes."
"Where -did you break down?"
"Mee break down; that's just it
Started for New York and got tperc
on time."—Yonkers Statesman.
?eiders iced cobwebs, odor nauseating. A BLIND Taa,Elltoi'E OPERATOR, row of little brass-lined holes in the
Milk cans uncovered and geed feed switchboard hi front of her and deftlywould be spoiled by' being kept In it. She Says it is as Easy for Her to Fill reinserted others in different poseneatitea am for A l:irl Who tions. Then, with the speed of an ex-
Can See. pert, her long, slim fingers teethed
the little drops that had fallen almost
When it was announced that a noiselessly, and elle turned again to
blind girl was to attend the switch- the reporter.
board at West Burke, Miss Aldrich "'telephone operating ie pot what 1
and her friend found themselves op- would have chosen, you see; but
posed by both the, telephone officials
tu charge of the new seeviee and by
many of the 140 eubseribers. It was
felt that a blind girl could never suc-
cessfully do the work and that much
being blind, I am a little handicapped.
and--One has to do something.
"I have a farmers' line in connec-
tion ,with the regular service here,
represented by this middle row of
fault Would be found with the per- holes," and her fingers again unere-
Ingly pointed out the center row of
apertures where the little plugs fitted
"No, I never get tired of my work
There are no disagreeable subscribers
who are on my exchange. I know '
abeut all of them and every one is
kind,
"But : should not expect to hold.
the position a moment if I did not
that I  wAs...4toluir—latst-as:-werll as
one who could see could do.
"Perhaps It would be a little less'
agreeable if I operated in one of the
large city exchange's, where there is
always a manager to find fault with
Let the Public Schools be
Kept Out of Politics
HE trustees and patrons of our public schools
are acting wisely when they keep the schools
free from politics, prejudice or favoritism.
To do this makes for better teachers, better schools
and more satisfactory results.
The customers who buy school books and
school supplies are acting wisely when they deal
with D. E. Wilson, the Book and Music Man. To
deal with him means lower prices and more satis-
factory results.
the least little mistake. Here we are ZiCil,.(.1 of that place. 
• 
things that happened yc-ats and yeeisunmolested as long as the reports of The mother of that disappointed before she was horse" --Harper 'sour work prove satisfactory: but I young woman was fished by a friend Weekly.
whether the daughter had succeeded
in running the gauntlet of the exam-
iners.
"No," was the reply in mournful
should not be afraid to attempt to
work anywhere, now that I have suc-
ceeded so well here."—Roston Post.
- - - - step' you fishing in those preserved
w was it th policeman didn'ts 
All of us have our 'troubles. Here tone-. "Jinny didn't pass at all. Maly "Very simply; ne shut one e)e andare a few insialwes wriere others truf- be too won't believe. sir, but them ex. opened one h'and'- Filegemie Diet-f•ered, that may bold your attention am. asked the poor girl about ter,for a while and let you know that
you are not the Only one who ever
had a real groan coming:
Bacon was avaricous and his greed
led iv disgrace.
De Foe had more than one dose of,
Newgate and the pillory.
Cervantes was poor and constant
ly annoyed by his creditors.
Cowper was all his days overrated -
owed by the gloom of insanity
Gibson was gouty. lie grew so
stout he could hot dress himself.
Palest rina lived in poverty most of
his days and died in great want.
Tasso was poor most of his days.
His miseries finally drove him meet
Julius Caesar had a weak digestion
and was subject to ep,leptic fits.
Peter the Great was half crazy
meat of his life through drink and
rage.
old age he was dependent on his eon.
old a he was dependent on his son.
Seidel' was once sent to prison for
his attack on the divine rights or
kings.
eiohammed was an etteleltee—elid
ehis visions were those of a disease
mind. 
Charlemagne had an ulcer in hi-
leg which troubled him for many
rears --Memphis Scimitar.
Before Her Time.
A member of the school board of a,
certain Pennsylvania town relat& the'
sad case of a young woman who fail-
ed to pass her examination for ale
potntment as teiteher in the paid'
111111111MIIMIIIMMIIIIIIMWMMenammarre
COCHRAN'S ANNUAL
Clearance of Summer Shoes
New goods are demanding space, and to get it
we are reducing prices on all Men's Summer Shoes.
You know the high grade character of our shoes and
can appreciate the mcney saving opportunity.
•
$4.00 Regent Oxfords, pate-tit rind gun metal, exeur-
Ilion rotes. -- $3.50
$G.00 flauan's patent kid dixforde, PienrelOnletteS......... 4.50
$1;.00 Stetson's patent kid Oxfords, excursion rates. 4.50
lianan & Stetson Tan Oxfords, excursion rates. 4.00
Regent. $3 50 Tan Oxfords, excursion rates 2.50
Boys' Tan /2.50 Oxfords, excursion rates  1.7 5
Oxfprdexetkraion, rates.   1 50
Boys' Patent Leather $2,50 and $2.00 Oxfords, e‘eur-
Sion rates. . $ 1 . 7 5 and 1.50
70 pairs Men's. and Boys' Canvas Shoe and




says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
Man of Bluff, Mo., that Sweden's Ar-
nica Salve is the quickest and surest
healing salve ever applied to a sore,
Win or wowed, or to a case of piles.
no used it and -know what I'm talk-
ing about," Guaranteed by all drue,:-
RUDE • '
The Evening snr—rioc. a week.
•
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By starrier, per week  .10
By mull, per month in advance... .25
By mall, per year, In advance  $2.60
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall. 1)osiage paid..$1.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
°Mee. 115 South Third. Phone 368
Payne & Young. Chlc.ago lad New
Turk. representative&
THE SUN can be round at the follow-
ing places:







NED\ i AUGUST 14.
CHU 'I IA 1 iN STATEMENT.
July, 1007.
1 3920 17 3903
2 3896 18 3906
3 3895 19  3914
6 3906 20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 1999 23 3923
s 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
31 3878 25 3930
12 1935 27 3938
13 1918 29 3905
15 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31 3833
Total 101,923
July average  3,920
Personally appeared before me.
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Ju:y, 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
•_Ny connotation exj;4rits January
Et 1908.
Dally Thought.
It may be better .10 mark time than
to stand still, but it is a great sin to
do either when battle or work awaits
• - -- •
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Lorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Oox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Erauk P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin. Far-
ley. of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In-
structiod—J. S. rabbe, of Boy
county.
For Comrelssioner of Agriculture
•--N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pplaskl county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
Broom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
c'te Jailer George Andrecht
4 . Tax Asseseor...Harlan Griffith
A dermeu—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. 'Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
-''' "Young; Thrrd ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. B. Johnston:
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First 'ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward. W. J. Hills;
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, - I. 0. Walker:
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
British_troops have spilled Irish
blood -4e- the streets of -Belfast. If
that was an Irish regiment. engaged
with Irish policemen and Irish riot-
ers, we assume it was a good figbl.
anyway.
 —o 
One of the part tee ought to bring
Raisiiii or e hero next year to raise
the campaign fund.
The best the Standard can say Is
that Cotnniissioner Smith is actuated
by bad motives and his reasoning is
fallacious. But how about his figures?
Well, if brother Frank is such a
good liar, why didn't they make him
law agent, or something, for the
Standard? -
A LTO N 1M STYNE
Promises made by former Attorney
General Moody to the Chicago & Al-
ton "railroad of immunity from re-
bate proeseution for turning state's
evidence, will be kept by Attorney
General Bonaparte. Of course, this
ntill offer the anti-adminirtration
press a chance to censure the depart-
ment oNustice; but nevertheless,
the action was justifiable. The rail-
?chide have been made the vletinit of
Standard Oil. They have been dom-
inated by Standard influeoces and
coerced by Standard methods to do
its bidding. Few railroads would
Ana coMpetition among shippers,
lOrtheir own sakes. It is well nigh
iMpossthia_to ascertain tiro"
about rebates without having access
to the railroad company's books. Is
is instance the Chkmgo & Alton,
isrkgi.L001i the evidence us which the
Standard was lined 919.000;0de un-
der promise of immunity, a promise
given to many a criminal In the Mete
and federal courts, when necessary
re Insure the conviction of the chief
offender, and it is the duty of the
government to keep its promise.
Vardaman, it is said, may run for
congressman. He will have to do
something to keep his name before
the public, until the Chautauqua sea-
son opens next summer.
Hope Caid Sir Henry MacLean took
a receipt in full from Itaieull.
Republicans are weighing the
availability of men for the presi-
dency. Democrats are casting about
for an issue for the presidential cam-
paign. An industrial catastrophe
would be a boon to Democracy, Some
leaders of the party are guilty of de-
siring national disaster, 'a the hope
of profiting by the reaction.
Lots of local news in the news--
papers these days.
So far the United Press associa-
tion, with which The Sun is asso-
ciated, hes been immune from the
strike, and officers give out the state-
ment that all demands of the opera-
tors were complied with when made.
Prince Yi thinks his present name
sounds just as pretty as Yi Hung.
NINE FOOT STAGE.
"On to Cairo!" has a militant
sound. The cry ought to be taken up
by every voice in the Ohio valley.
That a permanent nine foot stage
from Phut-bort to the Mississippi
would treble the tonnage on the riv-
er, is the betturance of river neat.
With boats of heaviest draught, able
to navigate the year around, through
pickets would be common, and ship-
pers, able to figure on water trans-
portation twelve months in the year,
would adopt that method of trans-
portation whenever nitissible. After
canalization of the Ohlo, the deepen-
ing of her numerous tributaries
would quickly follow. With the
Ohio and the Ten neseee permanently
imprtered their Mil length, Padurah's
iniportance, now recognized, would
be multiplied with that of the great
natural,highways at her feet.
Now, wouldn't you be surprised if
the supreme court_ ahould sustatp
711110-LailiTie — -
A standard fine for rebating is
what the country has long needed.
A bon mot which la delighting
Paris Is the answer of the Norwegian
king to a French peasant, who
('harmed by the queen's appearance,
exclaimed loudly: "What a pretty
queen."
The king replied:
"You and I have the same taste,
my friend "
That is only interesting because
several newspapers paid table tolls
on it.
PRONOUNCING "ILLINOIS"
In certain sections of the country
remote from this commonwealth
there is some agitation concerning
the proper pronounciation of "Illi-
nois." Various newspapers have dis-
cussed the matter gravely in their
columns, and the mpression seems
to have gone abroai that in Illinois
itself the topic is of fital and perman-
ent interest. The jople of Illinois
have been represented as sitting up
late at night arguing the question of
-111inoy," "Illinoise," or "Illinwah'•
and threatening to submit the mat-
ter to Springfield for legislative ac-
tion. All of which would be interest-
ing if true.
The sober facts In the case are that
by common consent of peopip living
in this conenonwealth the general
principle laid down by Sam Weller
has been adopted, and everything de-
pends on "the taste and fancy of the
speller." There are those who say
Illinoy and those who say ilinolee,
and the Century-tiictionary- absolver
them all. Undoubtedly the pronoun-
elation Minot' is most frequently In
evidence. However, should a citizen
say Illinotewhg would not be debarred
front voting, put out of church, rid-
den out of town, or told to move over
into Missouri, where fresh trouble
would await him. So far as our in-
formation goes there have' been no
town meetings to discuss the matter
and no notable crimes have resulted
from mad passions excited by the
warmth of debate for and against
There is not the slightest intention
of bringing the question before the
legislature, for, whatever the legis-
lature might decree in -the case, the
idea of individual right would appeal
to the masses, and every man would
go right along pronouncing as he ac-
quired the habit long before be began
to pay taxes.
Mtieh -Hine 'fits been spent .by wise
men and others of the east in debat-
ing whether Illinois should be pro-
nounced with the "cc" sound and Chi-
cago with the broad "a." Perhaps
these discussions add to the spread
of general intelligence, and possibly
they take place where they are the
moat needed. Here they have not
been permitted to disturb the most
beautiful tranquillity. When a
stranger ar•tves he is not asked
whether he comes from Noo Yawk or
New Yor-rk; if he has the maidlig of
a good eitizen all previous errors and
misfortunes are forgotten and for-
given. ,He is generously .allowefi_to
"ey" or "Ole" 264: his ewe .ew
aillnifinitny'grtinarfels with his pro-
nunciation of .(eticagoiss long as he
votes wisely on great public queatione
and manifests a disposition to live up
I to the most exalted traditions ce sit
i
tsenship. Thrsatne Igrge liberty le STRIKERS NUMBERgranted to the inquiring stranger who
icomes to Illinois at Joliet, where he
,may be Joly or Jolly, as his fancy SIX THOUSAND MENdictates.-- Chicago Tribune.
--o 
PRINTERS' STRIKE IS ENDED.
Neu spaper Publishers at Decatur,
Reneti Agreement With Mell.
Deeatur, III., Aug. 14.—The strike
of printers in the newspaper offices of
Decatur was settled this afternoon
and for the first time in a week pa-
pers will be issued here, The Deca-
tur Herald will appear tomoree
morning and the Review tomorrow
afternoon,
The publishers of the papers and
the proprietors of job printing plants
agreed to stand together when the
strike was inaugurated on Aug. 5,
but this agreement was violated. The
strike is still on in the job printing
plants.
The newspaper publishers refuse
to discuss the terms of the settle-
ment, but it is understood that the
printers won their contention for a
minimum wage scale of $17 a week,
an eight-hour day and time and a
half for overtime work.
HIGH DEGREE MASONS.
Of Indian Territory Meet at South
McAllister—Auxiliary Bodies,
South McAlester, I. T., Aug. 14.—
Masons of high degree from all over
the territory are gathered here to
take part in the annual session of the
grand lodge and the meetings of sev-
eral of the auxiliary bodies. The
grand lodge meeting began 'in the
Masonic Temple today and will con-
tinue over tomorrow. The grand
chapter, Order of the Eastern Star,
will hold its sessions Thursday and
FrIdat. Tomorrow nIght the Master
Mason degree will be conferred by
the South McAlester lodge, No. 61.
Thursday night an organ recital will
be given for the entertainment of the
visitors.
Notice!
B:ds will be received by the board
of education on August 20, 1907; f-o,r
heating one 8-room building com-
plete, and one 8-room building, 4
rooms and 1 hall finished, plant to be
installed large enough to add to,
when other rooms are finished.
Separate bids are asked On hot wa-
ter heat, and hot air and eenettettem,
Cotara-CTOTri. "To furnish plane and
specifications for both systems, bids
to be sent to building committee,
Wm. Karnes, Chm., or J. E. Potter,
Pres.
Also; bids will be received on same
date for plumbing on Jackson street
and McKinley buedings, information
can be had-.by applying to C. G. Kel-
ly, Chm. of committee. •
IOWA BUTTER FOR THE NAVY.
Ilisiry at Manchester Packs 217 000
P0111141t* for War !Wipe.
Manchester, Iowa, Aug. 14.—The
Dairy City Creamery company has
just finished packing 217,000 pounds
of choice butter to be used exclusive-
ly in Uncle Sam's navy. The cream-
ery has been working on this contract
the past three months and in addition
to the amount put up for the govern-
ment has turned out 60,0(60 pounds
or choice butter for Swift & company.
All the butter packed for navy use
was put up in three-pound cans, her-
metically sealed and warranted to
keep one year in any climate. All
butter has to score at least 94 points
and the work was under the constant
supervision of Robert McAdams, a
government dairy inspector.




walkout of telegraphers might result
in disasters at sea, especially as the
hurricane season on the Atlantic Is
approaching. Mariners depend upon
information furnished by the govern-
ment as to the state of weather. This
particular service depends upon ad-
vices from the interior, and any pro-
longed interruption or fuspeuwion of
telegraphic advices from the various
stations of the weather bureau might
be serious in its consequences to ship
ping and life at sea.
Already the weather bureau has
felt the force of the strike, giving in-
dication of the situation that must
confront the bureau now that a strike
of all members of the Commercial
Telegraphers' Union of America is
nearly complete,
Most of the operators employed by
the government departments at Wash
ington are union men and while they
say they have no grievances, it is
understood that if a strike order Is
issued it will be obeyed by govern-
ment operators.
New York Situation.
New York, Aug. 14.—Super!'tendent Nally, of the Posta: ee_eiiite
said today there were 150 ne -
main office and that men in te
branch offices can be drawn on
case of necessity. He said fully on,
third of the usual force was at woe-
for the Postal.
In union headquarters it was
there was lees than 100 men on
today In the Western Union, includ-
ing all their wire chiefs, and the Pos-
tal had but 50 men at work.
, It was noted, however, that v.'
messages from newspapers core
dents in nearby cities offering s;
were delivered to the offices ut.
New York papers early In the even-
ing, the correspondents couid not be
reached to file the stories up to the
time the_ papers- went to Dram DI-
dialing that tha companies were se-
riously crippled, as newspaper mat-
ter is1 always given the preference
over other commercial matter after
6 o'clock in the evening.
George Kearney, chairman of the
executive board of New
in an interifiw tcday said:
"Both companies have dummies
sitting at the desks and making be-
lieve to be telegraph operators. Also
the veWestern Union, through Tom
Brennan, today sent notes to the
,homes of nearly all of their women
employes, telling them to return to
work, that the strike was over, These
are cnly a couple of instances of the
telegraph companies' plan to fool the
nit they cats't fool us."
Artistic 6ailoring-
vALI, ideas are ir) full blOom )aere. Our woolens,
I:. embracing a wide variety of-fabrics and Patterns,
invite the most refined and discriminating choice.
The values are' exceptional, even with us, and that
means something. ,.
We would suggest that you take a look at the
new styles.
You'll take ,pleasure in seeing---and we'll take
pleasure in showing.
, Modest prices tanging from $25.00 to $50.00 for
suit or overcoat.
The ability and skill of our cutter and tailors is a
guarantee of a perfect fit and a full measure of satis-
faction.











CALL VARDAMAN NO DEMOCRAT  
Williams Says Governor Is Too Muds
Like Watson and Hearst.
Yazoo City, Aug. 14.—Charzaig
that Governor James K. Vard
spurned Democracy. and, coqu.'e•
with the Populists in the late car
paign for United States senator, Jo;
,Sharp Williams, the victor in t,
fight for that office, In an addle-,
here today said:
I "Governor Vardaman declarthat he has no regrets to express 1,
anything said or done by ntmseif
by any of his friends during the 1:e
campaign. I hope that in saying t1;.
the governor was only talking out I
herd before he had finished thinkine
"If he means what he says, th,
he means that he indorses and di,
not regret the action of one of 1 -
friends who attached the sigi.
of a justice of the peace to a e• ,
merit In the absence of and without
the know/edge or ccosent pf that of-
ficial.
It would Meals ;tath indorses
and does not regret the actin of an-
other one of his friends who wee
caught •with the ballot box. •
I "You have a right to congratulate
yourself on the fact that Mississippi
has again gone Democratic and that
you will have in the iienate a man,
however meagre his ability is. who
'will at least think upon political sub-
jects after the manner of thought or
Calhoun and Davis and Tilden and
Walthall and not one who will think
after the manner of thought of Tom
Watson and William Randolph
Hearst."
YOU DON'TO1AVE°1`0 WAIT
*very dole maks& you feetnetter. Las..Pos
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
soney-back plan everywnere. 1Pnoe 60 cents.
C.tRPENTERS' STRIKE.
Maylield'e Pint Labor Difficulty I.
Settled.
THESE are greatdays for the





on every dollar, and
it's poor judgment if
you don't profit by
them. •
iOne-fourth off on all




One-fourth off on chil-
dren's suits.
IWash ties three for
50c.
Fancy sox three pairs
for 50c.
•
Isn't that an attractive
programj?
The firet, effect from organizea la-
bor was felt in Mayfield Tuesday
rsortifng when 15 carpenters as mem-
bers of the earpenters union refused
to work. They were employed by J.
R. Hays, the contractor, and the rea-
son that they refused to wore was
because Mr. Hays had employed ̀ Mr.
Carson Wright, who Pt is alleged had
been host:le to the carpenters' union.
On this agprehension the workmen
numbering 15 quit work on the
Thomas & Douthit building which is
being erected on the south side of
the sqhre. The matters were amica-
bly settled and all the men returned
TELEGRAPH EDITOR
Of Memphis News-Scimitar Found
Dead in Room.
Memphis, Tenn.', Aug. 14.—H. S.
Pugh, until recently' telegraph editor
of the News-Scimitar, was found dead
in his room yesterday. He was well
known in the newspaper profession,
having worked at various times on
several of the Chicago papers as well
as in Oakland, Los Abgeles, Denver,1
Detroit and elsewhere. It is under-
stood he haft relatives In Oakland.
Denver and Buffalo.
Carpenters' Strike
is to be Settled
All friends of organized labor can
help settle our strike by having their
work done by Union Carpenters. Ring
up new phone 1073 and get union






ACRE TRACT TO SETTLERS
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. Ite-4The
Wyoming Land board has just an-
nounced the opening, under the Ca-
rey act, of 150,000 acres of the
Eden Valley lands in S5perfreter
and Fremont eounties,--- north of
Rock . Springs. on thW -Ifition Parini
railroad. <Thirty thousand scree are
raltv a tal In ble• for puha' entry. It ik
one of theefillest bodies of Irrigable
land in the state. The land is irri-
gated from the pubilte domain under
the Co•
LARGEST CARGO OF SUGAR
Brought to New Orleans by Belgian
Steamship ('armetre
New Orleans, La., Aug. -i4.—The
Belgian steamship rmeta brought
the largest cargo of sager ever
brought to this port from the, Island
of Java, amounting to 39.536 bags
and 9,387 baskets. It was consigned
to the local refinery of the American
Sugar Refining company, and the
duty paid on it was $242,000, She
was 71 days making the trip.
Her crew consists of 51 Chinamen
and 7 Arabs. On the voyage ben -
SOUND LOGIC.
August and September are two
months when one has to be very dare-
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer months and the
different organs need but very littler'throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal Ill-
ness.
Good health is vented however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders--ma-
laela, getiteral worn-out, and run-
down, conditions:biliousness, stomach
and bcOvel disorders of all kinds,
chronic or acute headaches yield
readily, and very quickly, to the Os-
teopathic treatment, and have .t30
attending ill effPcts. Motel!y you are
as 111 from the customary medical
prescriptions as- frem the illness, but,
in Osteopathy you experience none or
this. Let me tell you at any time of
the great entree; I am •hitvlog with
Ho treatment iti,Pacluoah. I shall-ro;
far you to people yen know well for
the evidence, and 'who will tell you
just whet it has done. for them.
DR. G. G. FROAOR.
t 1r, rpstair, phone 1406
"YOU ARE_ LUCKY"
If you don't have a rainy day. ickness, trouble—
you can't tell just what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
dot
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Open an secount with us and protect yourself





ben i broke out among the Chinamen. GLORIFY
and when she reached the quarantine
station six of them were afflicted. One
died and an autopsy proved' the diag-
nosis, so as the disease is not Infect-
ious, the vessel was allowed to come




Waterloo. III., Aug. 11—William
Nagel, aged 29 years, while bathing
testerday evening, was stricken with
heart failure and was drowned in
John Mueller's lake, near Wartburg.
William Mueller, Henry Limbach,
William Hauptfielsch and John F.
Eviler were with him in the lake.
whIsh in very deep. The young men
decided to get out of the water and
were doing so. Nagel was in the rear
coming slowly, when he suddenly
went under and never came up. His
companions went to the rescue, but
were too late. The body was recov-
ered.
Nagel was engaged and would
soon have been married to MIAS Lis-
sic Mueller, of Wartburg.
DROWNS WHILE 8 TRY RESCUE.
Two Compenione Nearly •Loite Lives
as Body Kinks in Pond.
Waterloo, Ill., Aug 14.—William
Nagle, an engineer and expert swim-
mer, was drowned today while bath-
ing in a Ill3P4 sow iicartsurg.. He
was, seized 'with cramps, and al-
though six comrades attempted to
rescue him, he went down euthienly,
nearly causing two others to drown.
The pond has a deep sink hole, asd
the body cannot be !mind, and -it is
poesible that it never will be, Nagle
was 30 years old and engaged soon
to be married. His prospective bride
Is prostrated.
Ask bow Cotton Rate,
Austin, Tex., Aug. 14 --The state
railroad comlnistdon today took up
for consideration the application' of
the Farmerin Union for a reduction
in the -freight ieptes oil cotton In
rou act beitess--. TteleepolOthettle-Itee;_•tire
Fermat-it' Union claims that the reit-
roads enjoy an advantage of 10 cents
per 100 pounds In- handling the
round bales beelines of their 'cam-
pate eSti
BEANS AND "KRAUT."
Iowa Town Sets Apart Days In Honor
-of Favorite Edibles.
Webster City, lows, Aug. 14—Twovery significant days are on the cal-
endar of central Iowa, and the an-nouncement each year of the dates
of "bean day" and "saurkraut day"Is watched with interest by thous-ands of people who participate in thefestivities incident to these occasions.
"Bean day" comes firat this year.failing on August 14. In addition tothe piece de resistance on the pro-gram. the big bean dinner, hosts ofoutdoor amusements will be offered.The /principal address of the day willbe made by G. L. McKay, professorof dairying in the State AgriculturalSchool at Ames.
"Sauetkraut day" will be-held la-ter than usual this year. the datenamed being September 26. This is"the only day of its kind In theworld," and Is celebrated with theSse of hundreds of quarts of sauer-kraut, served at tables laid all alongthe iliencipial streets,
"Bean day" is supported by thecitizens of-Geneee, in Franklin coun-ty, and the residents- of Askley, inHardin county, are responsible forthe Teutcnic "sauerkraut day," bothof which grow In popularity eachyear.
FAMOU TOW. ROAD ABOLISHED,
Turnpike Which 'Dickens Immortaliz.
rd 111.-....niee Free IsliabwaY•
. St. Louis, Atig. 14.—The St. Claircounty turnpike road, over whichCharles Dickens traveled in his tripto Belleville and which he immortal-ized in his "American Notes," be-came a free highway today by theincorporation of the village of Edge-mont, which took over the thorough-fare. Within the limits Of the villageis the famous "yellow hotitte" atWhich Dickens stopped.
Fred e•tii Dead.
, New York, Aug. le. —Fred Nye, a?Mather - of the late "Bin- yft, andan. assistant ecittor_ Ws-the - SonditeWerld: Med' toilet' d injuries receiv-ed by being struck by a trolley-srlate night. Mr. Nye had written 'manyhnoterous poems end the book of aeOrnic opera, "The King and theBroker"




Can be seen now in our
If you are going away or for any Cause need a
new suit, let us show you our latest arrivals.
New ddeas




-For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence pbone 464;
office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dos-
40Ni-4:este; el 'I I.T.







The following clipping is from the
Mt. Vernon 10.) Banner, and will be
of interest here:
PADUCAH EVENING N.
bate returned.frent vt 
t!)phyeboro,
Mrs. Kate MI:aut .and seser, M. -
Mary Starr, have goue Szulthlana
to visit friends.
Mr. Herbert has returned from
Dixon Springs.,
Mr. Robert McCarthy has returned
to his home in Watertown, N. J., af-
ter working several months In the
city.
Misses Katherine and CarrieMrs. L. AV. Armentrout, West Chest
Campbell and Master Thomas Camp-nut street, delmutfully entertained
bell, of Clinton, are the guests ofwith a progressive euchre party Sate
Mrs. Carrie Johnson, of North Fifthurday afternoon In honor of Mrs. L.
V. Arrnentrout, of Paductsit, Ky. Miss
Wilda Clark wits awarded the prize
A delicious supper was served. Those
present were:Miars Jane Weight, Mrs.
L. M. Harter, Mrs. A. G. Hunt', Miss
Lucile Campbell. Mrs. Bruce Wade, of
Kansas City, Mo. Misa Edith Bell,
Miss Marie Hogue, Mrs. Daniel Pe Mee
Feely, Miss Alice Johnson, Miss Wil-
da Clark, 'Miss Blanche Lefever and
Mrs. L. V. Armentruut, of Padueae•
Party To Cave.
he follosseng party left the city
this afternoon for Mammoth Cave:
Mrs. Vernon Blythe, Misses Melva
Hughes, Ethel Morrow and Mr.
James Kugel-. Mrs. John Dillon and
several others came from Hickman
and joined the party here. The party
will be gone for a week.
At the Park.
The program for the concert
Wallace park tonight is:
Capriee-tihansinade, Miss
flu row.
Fagelleta- Porry, Mnie. Cathey
Majar-sellyttarsiti, Miter Ithetereen at Brunson's, L211 Broadway. eatneeteebeeln their baggage was not Burrow--Cite subsctibers to tne DallY convincing and the confession today The Holy City-Adams.Run who wish the delivery of thee doe* not come as a surprise.papers rtenmed must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun °Mese No attention will
Marseilles. Aug 14.--Ver St. Led-
ger Goold confessed here today that
he was the murderer of Emma Levin,
a wealthy Sweedish %omen, whose
dismembered body was found in
trunks of Gooid and wife upon arriv-
ing here Aug, 6 from Monte Carlo.
Their explanation of how the curlew
Goteld confessed to a magistrate.
He related details of the crime. He




The Chase-Reingerger, Miss She'.
Ite Darrow.be paid to such orders when given reared, and it was he who cut up the Number 2 a, Roses After Rain-
to cattier& Sun Publishing Co. ectie, although his wife helped R) Leeman, B. the Seranaile. M'ekerli --Dret and Mrs E. G. Stamper will
-We give you better carriage and park it away in the baggage, Madame Cathey leave today for Chicago to be gone
better service for the money than They planned to east the body into A Cavaeria Rusticaua -Mascagni several weeks, the doctor going for
'tiven liv any traCater eomnaflv is
Air-Tics. Fine carriages for spec-kit
the sea. Mrs. Goold confessed her
-
111 Kulwiak, Wianiensith Ness Shellye the purpose of taking a post-graduatepart In the crime. She said her hus De-fissions en etuart notice; also est.- 
band promised to give- Emma Levin 
Burrow. - !course in dentistry.
Cant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.444,".r_s_.44iir „sirens -eyee-esses 01 -Air .ter-tait,- ..g.tif- t 1.____NA.,i_ i l.a . lathe &gad. oL Mete Jae"
----Kbdafte from St 70 STS. Sang. 
A, me May Morning-.-- urtpga,_,11. ...Mies adjmaise Rogers of  .
MDT NOW - In the line and all fleece:1 er";--1-6-- a anse's violin-Catill.;-y---    ItoTlIga.toun by
tied - 11111te ittnre To
man friend. (bold objected, and geese 




Miss Grace Schulte, of Kentucky
avenue, has returned from a visit at
Casey VP:e
Miss Mary 13ondurant, 541 North
Sixth street, has rt.turned feint Cai-
ro after a visit to Miss Vela Bondu-
rant. , , •
Th Hon. Hal B. Corbett has gone
to Wickliffe to attend court. He was
accompanied by his lion, Thomas Cor-
bett. S.
W. Mello°, and daughter,
Hyalite have returned to their home
in Mayfield, after visiting here while
on route home front Cerulean
Springs,
Miss Marion Tick has returned to
her tome In Bloomington, III., after
a visit to her brothers, Messrs. Lee
and Jueus Tick.
Mr. John D. Smith. of Eddyville,
is In the city on o v!sit.
Miss Bess Lane has gone to LOUIS-
vlEe for a visit to friends.
Netnews Edna Herdy, Emma Creep-
mens, Mary Mahon and Mary Dorian
returned today from Louisville anti
Nazareth from a visit.
Mr. Deerge--Good-man ha e ed
from a month's hunt in the west.
Mrs. Joe Lambert went to Daweon
Springs this morning for her health.
Mrs. William V. Green, of the
Cochran apartutents. has gone Si)
Union City, Tenn., to visit her moth-
Cr.
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 134e; new
phone 351.
_ :7-fleet The Sun. malied-to you or-
any of your felends geing away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as oast' as desired, and the
rate is only 25c a months.
-For the beet and cheapest livery
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope-
lender enable, 414 Jefferson street.
-Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, ste*ard. Soft shell crabs.
frogs and all the seasonable delics-
ties. •
-Oasoline boats -for -outing par-
e' ties aid hunting trips, furnished,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage' Cos Gel phone 1113.-
-A box car filled with lemons
side-tracked at the Exalt & compa-
ny's commission house, 218 South
_eecond street, was broken into but,
nothing was taken. The nitres are
supposed to have been searching for
merchandise.
-Place your orders ror weddl-g
invitattens at home. The Sun lb
showcing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at. prices
Much lower than you will have to'
pay elsewhere.
- --Charles Bonier, colored, 23
sears bid, died at 817 North Ninth•
Wee yesterday of fever and will be




Solvating Army Picnic. .
The-free mictsutnrnr outing under
the auspices of the Salvation Army
will occur at Wallace park tomorrow
Alt. who wish to go will be on hand
before 8 o'clock at the hall. 1S1
Broadway. This outing is for mothers
and children of working people. All
are requested to help get the children
to the hall in time.
There will be extra attractions, for
the little folks and lunches provided
for all who attend as the guests of
the Army. In the eVening a trolley
ride, and band concert will be giv
to eonelude the joyful day. An elec
Inc train wiii be provided by the
traction company and the yotingstert
will be well taken care of by the
Army workers.
Tariffs-Agreed Upon.
Nashville, Tenn, Aug. 14.-At r
meeting of the railroad commissiot
today -after some argument, the Mo
bile & Ohio and the Illinois Centre
railroads agreed to the tariffs hereto
fore formulated for Jacksonl by the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. ,Loult
railway. This settles the rate con
troversv, which has been on .betweer
the Jackson business men and rail
roads for some months.
ONLY Two (Asks.
kr. Yellow Pever Are Reported B
Army Surgeons.
Washington, Aug. 14.-2An °Melte
report -of the existence of yellow fe
ver among the Cuban Army of Pa-
cification at Clenfugos has reachet
tee war department In the following
telegram from Colonel Taylor, cities
sturgeon, dated 31arlanao, addressen
to the surgeon general of the army.
"Two cases of yellow fever in tie
command at Cienfugoe. Focus of in-
fectfois unknown. Agramonte there
new 'and 'contents,- diagnosis-. BIt-
lnlnghanm veer...there tonight.. Wil
'keep YOU fully advised."
• Hume-made Ice Cream
and sherbet at the festival of the EV
angelical Suriddg school, 433 Souti
Fifth street. 'Thursday night. Every
body invited.
thereupon Emma Levin abutted him.
Referring to what happened next.
Goold says in his confession:
"I had been drinking, and berme'
JtelemL_A- sereafse-
buries' it in EIDO23'3 back. She fell
dead. Next day I dismembered the
body with a saw and a knife." Geoid
said his grandfather was a baronet
and his father an Irish magistrate.
NEW ENGLAND TIED Ule
Telegrapher% Si tiko Extends Even
Imo Canada,
Boston, Aug. 14.-- Six hundred
telegraphers walked tint today in
abedence to an order received at 3
o'clock this morning from the ha-
tionel officers, and union opt-atom ;n
pridtleally every town in New Eng-
land have gone out.
Postal Telegraph operators were
given the...signal at 11 o'clock this
morning and proteptly deserted their
instruments and left the building. At
noon the Western Union melt follow-
ed. their example, anl a snort time
ater the operators In the chamber of
commerce building went out.
Operators in the employ of the
Great Northwestern Telegraph
y and the Canadian Pacific rail-
-mid operetors In Canada have re-
'used to work wires from the cities
In the totted States in Teeth the
nen -are on strike.
Fifty messenger boys have struck
'n sympathy with the telegraphers.
field, is the guest of her emisin, Mrs.
Charity Clash. Ben Vise, 208 Clements street
'NEM Mrs. Frank Hassel, and Mrs. AThe Charity ebb -held Its regu:ar
, Conrad, of &Wino, Tenn., aremonthly 111 "-qing Lk* 111"11111gn-
 
log the -rounririp on the steamerthe monthly report of Mr. Jap Toner
was Aree I v ed and filed. Nothing more
than.. routine business was berore the
club.
Mr. Thomas H. Harrieon left at
noon today for Kuttewa.
Mr. lames P. Sheet left at noon
today for Kuttaiva.
Mr. J. A. McCann left this morn-
ing for St. Louis.
M. Fred Gilliam has gone to Cer-
ulean Springs.
Mr. R. L. Bishop, of Lowes. was
in the city to4lay on a besiness trip.
Prof. J. T. Ross, wife and grand-
son, John T., returned this morning
on the Savannah from St. Louis.
Miss Halite Harrison, of Grahani-
y!lle, is visiting friends In Brook-
port today.
Mr. R. L. tesnop and mother, Mrs.
Alice BIshoep. of Lowes, were the
guests of Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Young.
of Lone Oak.
Mrs. ff. C. Gore and Miss Fannie
Stanley and Mr. Clarence- Sanderson,
of Ione Oak, went to Kuttawa today
to attend the picnic.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. 'Ragsdale are
the guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Minnie Delman. of Sharp.
Mr. Isaac Johnson. of Sharp. who
was injured several weeks ago by a
Associated. Press operators in log falling on hint, is recovering ata
lumber of New England towns out- his home.
ede of Boston have left their instep- Miss Luta Frazer. of Krill, and
ments. Miss Ella Burnly, of Ingleside, were
in the city today on a visit to friends.
110Y OE TEN KILLS SleTER. Mr. B. H. Hafris, of Bandarrie--and
Miss Iola Konetzka were visiting in
Vegetate, Person Ever Charged with kKevil 'yesterday. Miss Konetsa re-
!Slurries. in Phillips County. turned home this morning.
Heiena, Ark., Aug. 14.-One oe -Mrs. Percy Jones, of La Center,
he youngest persons ever charged were in the city today visiting.
with murder Pb Phillips county was
trought here this morning and lodg-
et in jail. He Is a negreeliek Andrew
icott by name, and only -fears old.
end he is charged with the murder
tf his sister, a girl le years old.
It is Silleged that the two children,
vith other negro children, were re-
urning from Beim! near Mercier., a
- mall settlement four miles south of
tere, OD Monday evening. The Scott
soy anl his sister became involved
n a quarrel, -and the boy IP said to
lave seized a Stone and beaten the
;id over the head with it. The girl
'ell to the ground and died almost
nstantly.
Mr. F. D. Rode's left today, for a
'ew days' trip to Louisville.
- - - - -
Clyde.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Austin, of
North Sieteenth street, left today for
Oklahoma to visit friends and rela,
eves.
Mr. David Adams, president of the
F!rst State bank of Smithland, as
in the city today on a business trip.
Mrs. George B. (lettere of Chris-
tiana, Tenn., will arrive today to vis-
it Mr. A. W. Greif, 514 South Fourth
street.
Mr. and eireEmmett Gleaves have
gone to San Antonio, Tex., to reeele.
Master Leslie Eubanksdon of Dr.
and Mrs. W. C. Euhankr, was re-
moved from R:verside hospital ties
afternocn to his home, 819 Broad-
way.
Mrs. Ethel B. Meyers, 1001 Jeffer-
son, left today for a sojourn at Ce-
rulean Speries7
Mr. Frank A.. Lucas bag gone to
Cairo on a business trip.
Mrs. Me et. Gilbert, 1201 Salem
avenue, is III at her home of stomach
trouble.
Mrs. J. M. Dunn. 1303 North
Twelfth street, is In at her home of
malarial fever.
Mr. W. V. Eaton will leave for
Scottsville tomorrow on a businesa
trip.
The Hon. John K. Hendricks Is in
Murray today attending court. '
Dr. P. W. McKeel, of Mayfield, is
In Paducah today. _
Mrs. America Hill, of Mayfield. ac-
companied by her daughter. Miss Za-
da. has returned from a visit to Pa-
ducah.
W. A. Usher, of eleyfield,"was In
Paducah this morning.
eir. and Mrs. John Dleple, of South
Sixth street, left this morning forMr. and Mrs. Henry Bailey and stewensboro and Dawson Spriugs fortwo children, Mrs. C. E. Ratcliffe and la month's stay.
daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles! Miss Marie Roth, 5',11 HarahanMason, returned this morning -fromboalevard, has returned from a threeDixon Springs. • reittekte Visit to relaUves in Louis-
Mrs. C. E. Hades has. returned to vita
her home in 'Cerifeareity after a visit
to relatives in the city.
Mts. Ethel el. Meyers, Mrs. Pat
O'Brien and Miss Belle O'Brien, left
today for a month's sojourn at Ceru-
lean Springs.
Mrs. 0. T. Taylor. of Union -City,
Tenn., who has been --visiting 'Mrs.
Annie L. Winston, left at noon for a P. Thomas, G. S. Staapp, of Wool
few weeks' stay at Dawson Springs, chile, anti Walter Kie Kendall,
accompanied by her son, Mr. Robert Kevil.
Irvine. She will return to Paducahl Mrs. Eva .1. Washburn, Miss
Miss Agnes St wart, or Keen, has
returned front e visit to Louisville
Mr. W. T. Purdy, of Bandana, haA
returned front a short visit Lb Lbuise
vele.
The feleiwees. parts has returned
from a tett ).1.onisviee: Baxter
Kuykenda::, Nlorgan Kuykendall.
before leaving for Union City. erine Morrisson. Mr. and Mrs. S.
Misses Frances and Lucile Adams Miller, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Treat, M:_  
-- and Mrs. 11. G. Park and family, Mr-
A- DOUBLE ATTACHMENT.
She: "are you sure you love me, end a!so Fry do,?'
He: ''Well-er--ytel indeed, I the,* your dg is as stroegly attached ts
me as I am to you,"
Lottle Johnston. of Metropolis, as
Mr. Henry Johnston. of East 5:
Louis, will- -make the round trip on
the steamer Clyde. I
se 1 1111111S1111111111111111......111.3g, 
IN THE COURTS t
4r4rdr•ri-r•r+-i-et
(Iseult Court.
Samuel House filed suit in circuit
court against M. L. House for divorce
on grounds of ebandonment. The\
were married in March, 191)6, in
Graves county.
The following suits have been filed:
Mary K. Sebree against Albert F.
James and M. Belle James for
note of $350.
in Polite (Antrt.
Disorderly conduct---Citai lee Ta-
turn, dismissed; T
Breach of pe., " z
Arthur Nervell, August 17; Plat
Sneed, dismesed.
Breach of ordinance-Rella Go:
den, $25 and costs; Hugh Boyle, Au-
gust 17.
Obtaining property by false pre-
tenses-Will Harris, August 17. ..
TORte H CAUSE FATAL ENPLOSIoN
Sete Fire to in Engine--
Three Men Madly Burned.
Pittsburg, Aug. 14.-Three
were burned, two it is thought fate
by an explosion of a gasoline
glne at Vandegrift. Pa., lee
They were repairing the ewe .
the gasoline was ignited by a tart
LEAVES TOK10.
Departan* of kneweitl Wright unitrtr-
salty nAyr..it..d ith Julien. •
Toliu, Aug. II i.uk. E S'right,
the retiring American ambassador to
Japan, started tettev on his return
to the United &etre. His departure
is genteelly regretted
Williams Attacks Vardaman.
Yazoo, Miss., Aug. 14 -- John
Sharp Williams made a bitter attack
en J. K. Vardaman In an address
here today. He charged that Varda-
man was not a le rnocrat and assert
..inaessiee-Sisted-wisa-
Miss Laura Wagner, of South
Third street is 111.
Mr. Elmer Broadway tete on the
steamer Ken tu ck y for Tennessee
river.
Mr. Brent Janes and Mr. David





Sept. 24th, 2.101, 20th and
27th
11141,000 Purees and Premium'.
11.0013124- -46.WID.D414ftW:
-Governor Vardaman." said Con-
gressman Williams, "declares he has
nu regret for anything during the re-
cent campaign. I hope he was only -
talking before he had finished think-
in . If he means what  he ;eye, thei______L_Ameirrivirirt-r-r
he means to indorse, and does not seeserilwre Inserting want ads is
regret his friends having ballot box- The Sun Dill kindly remember thates.- • all emit item are to Ive paid for
when the ad is inserted, the rule ap-Jerney Woman 104 Years Old. plyine very  • ‘‘ithout excep-Newark, N. J., Aug 14.-Mrs. Sa- .thin.
rah•Dorenius, of this cey, celebrated
her 104th birthday' today. She was 311TCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.born at Saddle River, N. J., August 
13. 1903. After her marriage she FOR heather and stovewood ring
moved to Parsippany, where she ye- 437 P. Levin.
sided until a year ago, when she --- --
WANTED-A cook at 1039 Jotter-came to live with her daughter in
Newark. Mrs. Doremus, or "Aunt 113r1 • 
'ally," as she is generally known. CLEANING and pres.,....g neatly
!net her husband in 131r3, tint they done. Jame' Duffle -Phone 462-a,







6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Lord Sefton Resigns.
London, Aug. 14.-Lord Sefton,
who was appointed master of the
horse when Sir Henry Campbell Ban-
nerman first formed his ministry, has
resigned as a protest against the Ian
legislation inkugurated by the Lib-
erals. There Is defection from the
Campbell Bannerman miniatery.
Bold Thieves.
Chicago, Aug. 14.--Thieves swung
a bag of crushed stone against the
plate glass window of Rowe -Bros.'.
jewelry store this morning and stole
$.:,1,e'J worth of the contents of the
window.
Genius has a lot of trouble trying
to•explaln itself to the other kind of
eople.
WANT Al.
ANYTHING in the short order Ilue
at Page's restaurant.
Flea EARLY breakfast- wood, old
phone 2361.
WANTED-Hand to work in dairy.
Apply to C. M. Black, phone :4511.
FOR DRY WOOD, old phone
2361.
FOR SALE-Good pony horse. Ap-
ply 11132 North Twelfth street.
SPECIAL at Eyers' Gallery this
week, 4 Cabinet Photos, 50c, Ill 1-2
South Third street.
WANTiele-Stnal7, sIze•tent, leo; or
6x10; heavy duck: must be in gc,.1
cond:Con. Address 5, care Sun.
FOR RENT- third' floor owe
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
W. D. BROWN Concrete Centrac-
-
FOUR 2 room box houses for sale.
Same to be moved off Air. Apply to
Mrs. M. Keith.
-"Ai-HICKORY stove wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
Ness Phone 7G3. 
WANTEII TO SELe. QUICK--
Three hundred thousand good cedar
shingles at $3 :l0 per thousand.
Ftooks-Acree Lumber Co., Tenth and
Monroe.
, erntENT 041 SALE-Eleven
room house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
painted and in good condition. Apple
to H. A:Fetter.
WANTED-People to make $10.00
a week addressing postal cards,
spare time. Send twenty-five cents
for instructions. Address Hoosier
Hy o,,!f t-5 Went Michigan
street. Indianapolis. Ind,
-.1-US;FRECEIVED--1,00-0 pairs of
high-grade sample shoes. Regular
prices $4. $5 and $6 shoes. We of-
fer these bargains at $2. $2.50 and
$3 per pair. Ben Klein, under New
Richmond House.
-WeiNTETD--ettesponsltde part tie
handle a specialts of ge-at tnert in
Paducah and Western Kentucky. A
great seller. Appeals to all on sight.
Exe:uieve territory to right party.
Great mail order proposition. Ad-
dress, Lock Box 52, Pa.I ... ah.
NOT UNTIL JAA1 tRY
Will Secone Trial of Harry Thaw Be see.
.
- --
j New York. .tug. 14.-The seconri
trial of Harry Thaw, charged weetor. Ornamental and waterproof.the murder of Stanford White, is notwork a specialty. Phone 2820. ilieely to take Place-until the Janus-
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile ry term of court. This information
was developed today at a conferenceand hot tamales, call ei 111 1e ,It is ate right to accept adviee if
:en eh Third street. !between Martin W. leittleton, cooti-e' only have sense enough not to --u
sel for Thaw, and _District Attorneyfollow it. WANTED- To -buy feather bed
and feather pillows. Address 433 Jerome.
IDon, of 'Clark. Old phone 317.Dr. R. H. Starks and son. _ _ BRAZIL ADOP'TS .5 NEW TARIFF.Benton, were in the (i'N todaT. FOR RENT-Cottage Third and, - _Tennessee. Apply to H. A. Petter.ltee.,.,,m,.„, -eweeeteee Beane,.
There's always extra panting
In summer weather, het you'll
find your panting made easier
if you get an extra pair here.
This week you can carry out
III your foals for fancy trodsers,
for tennis, golf, boating and
outing, at small expense
_
$2.00 Trousers Cut to _ .
$3 00 Trousers cut to _
$4 00 Trousers cut to.......













thee's If Iheeteed Adviteible.
-----
Rio Janeiro, Aug. •14.-- The new
eitstom tariff has been adopted by the
FOR SALE or rent, new Reining- Chamber. Maximum and minimum
ton Typewriter. e. Boyd. 141 Farley tariffs have been adopted and. the'
street. governinent is authorized to reduce
 or even abolish duties tin artiele!: ofWANTED-- First-class drivinielconstimption -If necessary. The valuehorse for a lady. Address 1714 Mad- of the tunre:s for customs paymentsison street. 
is set at 15 pence.
FOR SALE---30 acres of fine land
near Eden's Hill. Address N, care 'REFUSES INJUNVTION.Sun. '
HENRY GREIF, horscehoer, nos
South-Fourth street. Horses called
for and delivered. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Old phone 764-R
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
ke 'work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor. 113 South Third street. Phone
to16-a.
BOOKKEEPER-Situation by man
with six years experience In practical
hookkeeping. Best references. A. B.
care Sun.
-55-1TETAMS AND PEAL have tine
'lot willow rockers, matting and lino-
:earn at one-third off. Come quick,
205 South Third street, _
WHEN 'BUYING HARNESS, Sari-
Idles or repair at the Paducah Harness
land Saddle Co., you are getting the
best.- 204 Kentucky ev,enue.
_
; FOR44.1.1e CHEAe-----sNewe Wee,
*room house set bioeks east nf Union
'Owner hettettge 'rry rot
'health. Apply I,.C!'Mille, care 3
T. lAlitzlev. -
WANTED-A worker, man or wo-
man, to. travel. No Woke nor can-
vassing: $25 Paid weekly: expenses
edvatieed. W. Dewey, Federate
Ky, Gen. Del,
Compelling Exprees i'ompanies To
Accept C. 0. Is. Liquor Shipments.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 14.-Cir-
cult Judge Sethrfin here today refus-
.ed to grant a mandatory ineutectinet
compelling the Adams Express com-
pany to ship C. 0. D. equor pack-
ages into Iowa. The injunction was
asked for by a local distilling com-
pany.
Railroad Earnings.
- Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 14 --The
gross earnings of the Nashville. Chat-
istnotega & et. Louis railway far the
year ending June 30, 19e7. wehe -$12,
233,472.0e, against $11.120.9a2.21
for the year previous. The operating
expenses, however, were $9,730,161.-
43. as against $8,354,913.22, leaving
the net earnings over $200.0e0 lee,
than thee y tl t! r,,,.
DR. MILTON BOARD
Attlee Columbia Building.
With Dr. J. Q. Taylor.
Phonees-Resklence, Palmer Honee
Office. With rhones, 47.
Snore-40'Ln 12: 4 eel fit eele; 7 te









Does all kinds of printing
celN.
We have the taco who know
how to do yOttr wolk just es
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all time to
give you litst what you want.
Let Us figure with :I ou the
next time you need au., print-
ing-probably we can save
you sume money. We know
we can give yon satisfactory
*otk, and give it to you
promptly.
AUTO AND BUGGY
t 011.1.1DE ON Jinenselltso% STREET.
HIT NO Oela IS Mill'.
•
A PUCK MAN. stantlin
wini t I: e
Gentlemen who own the Frey-ere.. he
ene telahhel to stack up solnetnel
like a Milliou.
It looleel nig to his relations {VII' o
1
, lived uttit6.1,1'est, but •In New York lit'
e as a client) Pier. His Strata Yacht
had only one Femme alai there. were
eels- seven liaiteltienns in his Melee.
In face. he wan a peel deal of a Skate
any way CO looked at him.
'I iii' Ste-end-Ritter had a- Cousin
nitettel Sep. who lived in one of Our
Middle States. In his own Renwick
this see was a very entitle Preposition
He ow tied a Gerseral Store and -e 'Mork
Farm :eel bast Rubber Tires on IIIS
Buggy and wore Gloves 'a-hen driving.
After the corn bad been rata by and
the oats thrashed. Sep had a little tiu:e
for Remelting arottud over the team.
try. He tote:lit rt paper-me:din Duster.
bad a Lunch put up. SIMI bought au
Excursion Ticket to Mop:entwine.
The strugeling Millionaire said 'Ise
was glad to see Sep. He did not shoat
It tbrongh a Megaphone or hang out
any Bulletins, lie siiwy ,• - I c •
neet steel to see Sep. an he
have been. for Sem_ hed etten De,. ...,..... se_
neelite in
„  
tlits My: rottini mid 'had. j!::
nensury fe-teeneitternirty -Demmer& :nut+ feTreTt-STIMrir rtivrtnnnnot.
tereutsants Throe's Felon 'init. it peeine to me that you lone
Ow Sent. Linn of peaked.” said Sep, ne he sank
hest a I either Chair nod tact:led fla-
tiara No. 8.
  -11s-elesees- -Ween-striverton•---frfee
Pole ee ii ate. mobile, crashed into
a Inigr, et Ise a le. Mr. Thomas Nance
and hi; deitehttr, Mrs. E‘a Leonard,
aiele ou Jefferson street be-
ta ten nightli and Ninth streets, but
fortunately not Injuring any one' Mrs
Leonard pitched from the toil i.'14' 12J
et:Is-caught by ter father. The He,




Neither Pain Nor Cettecionencese at
the Instant lif Either.
The phenomenon called. sleep may
be eunimed up In the following 'trope-
*items, says a writer in the Coignes-
eoljtan.
First -Sleep is temporary death ol
the functions of the sensitive aystem,
due to exhaustion by fatigue.
Secondly—This death is temporary
because the vital system continnes to
perform its funetions during sleep
and restores the sensitive organs to
their normal condition.
For our purpose death may be con-
sidered under the three heads, nat-
0111 death, sudden death and death
front disease. Natural death is death
from old age. It differs from natural
sleep only in deeree.
The _gradual loss of sensibility by
the sensitive .organs which precedes
sleep new take" place .in the vilel
system, and allethe organs pees Intr.
permanent sleep together. There cat'
be no pain tweet ding or at the mo-
ment of such death, any more than
there Is pain preceding and at the
moment of passing into temporary
sleep.
Sudden death may be defined, as
death due to a etudden Injury from
without or within the body 'sufficient
to destroy at onee all irritalsility- of
both the sensitive and vital teratesna.
It reRnitires no argOnent to prove that
.a. porton who is H1(14190,1: strieken
 deadnettrestieffer no pain. The- ele-
meta of time must be-present in order
to suffer phyel-al pain. and-In the
eudclen death of a Denson the element
of time Is _absent.
We tome now to consider the third
and by far the most frequent form of
death, ;lamely. death from disease.
As soon as flIF'..afloe Is eptablished
dying begins, which is- but a more
rapid then natural ceasing of all sen-
sibilities. accompanied with more or
less suffering, accordhorlo the cause
ia ich pro•teees it. This dying and
suffering, called biroase, must. terenn
nate either In eonnallettndeath,
ie....agesibility to it, or In recovery,
ithietis retuovat of The cause of It
But in any event 'the puffer-trig has
been endured, no matter ithetbrreth
flnal termination is death or recovery I
No one is coneclotts of or can reerll
the nmment he paesee from wakine,
into natural or temporary sleep. No.!
shall we. by a "supreme agora" or In
any other way. be ronerioum of pee I
Mg Into permanent sleep.
Being born and dying are the twe
Mote importnnt pliettenajrTnal events,
In the life histery of our bodies,. anl
we shall know no more about the Int
ter event at the time It occurs. than
WP did about the former,
The man who boatel*. of his igno-
"Owe has readied, the limit.
oe. 1 hare been ender a great
.Y4,11 Vs hen we got that &tulle
Afriean l Ine-s all eintightene‘ oast
and :were reedy (fir the Committee
then es r.le. the operttkin. and It upset
IIIS 01r..:11, 'Mfr."
-What are you talking about?" sake.
Sep.
nThe Are:to-nee= Allninee." -repleel
cense' Pill. -We are flour One tee--
pits They (teen know it. but We are."
••1 lie Aliiiinceents very few Lomat%
out arenud Peavey's innetion,”
p. 'stew blee of Alitance Is t,) stay
riendly with them as long as the;
buy our Beef Cattle anti Grain."
"Not at an." said BIM "Ittr.preitent
Policy is to skin them untiUthay are
overcome with Admiration and invite
tis to liinner. You may not know It.
Sep, bat New York is the Home if the
ennensive Meal-Ticket. For Instance:
1e1.0- have .1 whip 1,4:1 wed the Market
all these year% and leaned like a Turk
and worn my nerses to a blitheriatt
Frazzle in this unenilieg Wrassile for
the Almighty? Is it I, eetese I Irish to
endow a Pre,hyteri.In C'ollerf or es-
Parlors for plain
Working ciirts? Not ou your Break-
feet Forel: iteross the Street
from us there resi.leA a ktra* Lady
who has orieinal Knickerbocker Cor-
enticing





















eet oil her. 'When thet gledsonie Mo-
tet-set arrires, lee a tffs to 1 Shot that
well ell die of Joy."
eecuis to be your Hentlicapt"
nekel Sep. "you Were invited to all
the Parties when you lived at Peavey's
Junction."
"Any (me who come% In, from the
roc-kb-Burr lettriet with a Bundle is
Onown as a Newyu Relish," replied
Inn. "I don't know what It means.
1 the Ilend Lan-
GEO. ADE S FABLES
Sorrowful Bill and the Sour
Grapes and Sympa-
thetic Sep.
EC 'T,Yr1;:ht, naurrt lionard
Ft,
() n c e
t here ayes











'I' la I n g
that etime
Dr. T. Felix Gouraud's
ORIENTAL
litteges. bet iOsott the eye. ; a To:LETPOWDERIL, co ;ter a, ortnn it eia otiaint• I
your own 'Moue): y,.iere an A•.% r;:l
Thing, but if any one sap; It to you
and you've never doe(' with
it excrpt. coent It met epritikle a little
EetrItict Waier no it,. then you're it Neo,
1 ()tank Hollow. Now you see whet I'm
up against, hut guilty of Work. and
every one is on to tuts Tee best I can
hope .ser is that some of my Grind.
Chiiar 
ft
en nee Pontur up my Reeord
and dually siren- the elettnileket."
"What do you.eare "'PA. See. "I
wouldn't weer out a whole kit of Tools
tryiug to level: tut° a Refrigerator."
"Ale Beiennue, you do not under-
stand," said the discouaolate Cousin.
"II is the Boy who starts in Life on tt
Hay-Reek red opens his lit-it Cold lint-
-tie et the ag! of 3:i, who wauts to take
Ins whole Trine Leo the Camp of the
Elite and steep Visiting-carts with the
Vans. Sochi itetotrnitieli has a high
!Citing becauee there are only a.. few:diner aed Shares -ea 'the alerket, and not be-
eemse it pityleDirldendseeeach eeeetv to Lie that ; Slick ManeeettlielIn wee_ can beat abeeet any kite) of eto Iet a M.mey Came ought r leerti in time
how ta 11111411e a co:en:tie thane tit the
bawls of a few Elderly Laiitee." seed
'"I'm afrall that a Man with a tail
grass Training will mule. Jimmie; all
his Life." reelied Bill. "lie's always
acting whet he wane; to do, Instead of
playlets. Follow your Leader. I started
to play Golf thie year. not knowing
that it Wits a Dead Card with the -100.
As for riding it Wheel. they take a
Shot at any one who does that. The
PallaUla Het la neratelted Isecause it le
worn by the Common Sort who have to
engage In Thought duefug the Heated
Senfitne• Halt nno, 1 of theSsuart net
-Ts to .'bop any Inversion that has
caught on with the Ninorking Claeses.
As Komi as $3 will pay for a Motor Car
and One Idles Subscription, all the
real Blue Fish will give their Ma-
t-11111PS to the Servants and fall to the
Alrehip Any one with an old-Pude
toned Hankering for Baseletili and
Family Bias and Drug-Store Sody Wa-
ter and all such Prairie !maul-les has
shout one Chance In a Milliau. EVPII





Round trip exciter rates
fromPaducah to 'Manned,
St. Louis and Memphis, which
are as follows:
Paducah to Cincinnati and
 $11.00
St. Louis  7.50
Memphis  7.80
0. F. PIDLLIPF, Agent
Odiee Richmond I OU1111.3





('lease. I Jamie M. Lynch strongly recom-
havelteets Mended a campaign for the union 
a diunken frenzy Sunday night, Sam








and keeps the ski n
clear, mitt and
vetrety. Belie***







er. cr by natilitki
cent, Box. Pan
pared by
FERD. T. HOPKINS, N.Y. CITY,
Prue,''!or BOURAULI'S ORIENTAL CREAM
rout &SI.* ASP 11.710etI1l 1) ED at
11.111.11=11.111111.1111111110111M11111111
11EPHERSON'S DItta: s'fc tit E.
$3,500,000
WHAT PRINTERS' STRIKE FOR
EIGHT HOURS COST.
•
Secretary-Treasury lit•anto ocid Makes




Charges Conspiracy VI/1th In-
dependent Buyer
Drunken Fiend Kills Girl, Who Re'-
fuse's To Go With fillm—Dea-
iterate Men,
RISD-HEADED TWINS NIARHIED.
Eminence, Ky., Aim 14.—A suit
in the nature of a test case has been
tiled with the Henry circuit clerk at
New Castle by Lile Henry county
board of control of the Burley To-
bacco society, a branch of the Socie-
ty of Equity, against Robert Robert-
son, an independent buyer, and Rob-
ert Brauner, a tobacco-grower of
PieasusevIlle.
Th• petition alleges that after
We have several good driving horses fur sale at. reasonable prieee acid
will guarantee them as represented. Call and .et.! them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
Livery and Boarding Barn
IN CO is 505 A TIC 0
Fourth Street and Kentacky Avenue.
American-German National Bank
Caitiffs] . $230,000.00
Suiplue and entity ;Jett profits  100,000.00Stockholder. Iib1llty  a0,000.00
Total resources 
Total    ae • • • si",041,000.00
e, $983.1521.221
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradahaw. of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; .7. A.Baiter, Wholesale. Pottery; Louts P. Kolb, of KWh Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Fetter, of H. A. Netter Supply Co.; BoatSupplies; C. E. Rieke, of C. U Rieke tilt Sorts,Wholessale Dry Goods;Musette Burnett/ Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water (la.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, PrOsIdent...
T. J. ATKINS., Vice Presideat,
ED, L. ATKINS, Cashier,
on and Democratic - in political
Views. On last Friday they held their
annual family reunion, which kis anBrauner had pledged his 8,000
occasion of some moment in thispounds of tobacco to the Society of of this country, but the fact that aEquity he entered into a consplrecy 
Ar" 
county, where both parents and chin boy may be a bright scholar yet beare prominent In commerciala ith Robertson, the independent - unpleasaut in his oonversatiOn, row-and political circles.buyer, whereby Robertson took over dyleh in his actions and unclean luAs a climax to this occasion the 10from Brauner all the tobacco that his dress and person, makes it appearsons started on the trip to James-Bratiner had pledged to the Society as if sone* of the Commoner deeen-town. Only two were accompanied by'n cles of life might be inculeated, if not
of Equity. The peEtion further a 
. - their wives, John and Robert, twoit-ges that the two men planned to by set lessons, at least by suggestionered-haired- twins, whose wives, Halegether to injure the business of the
society, which business is conducted
in behalf of tobacco growers of Hen-
rs county and the state of Kentucky
and that the Society of Equity is still
ready and willing to receive the- to-
baeco from Brauner, but that he
still refuses to deliver the same.
The-pleading is lengthy, covering
enabout t pages, and sets
plans and purposes of the
county board of control of the lint-
ley Tobacco Society as well as its
affiliation 'with the American Society
of Equity..lt is thought that the Is-
sues will be made and the case will
be ready for trial when court con-
venes next month. The outcome will
be eagerly watched by tobacco buy-
_Were jjiroughent Aek 
Hot Swinge, Atk., Aug. 14.—
More than Goer and one-half Mil-lions of dollars have been spent by
the laternatloaal Typographical Un-
ion in its fight for tne eight-hour
day, accorCust to the reports of the
officers submitted to the lifty-tbird
annual convention, which opened in
this city today.
About 1,500 delegates and visitors
are In attendance at the annual gath-
ering of the Typos, and they declare
tbele- battle has been won, as there
-4fratte0r-prfwrefli-711TITIBMill
leery- 1111W -1101Trfrg -or a n nenghi-
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It a r k
it iekory
that has
i• c e fl
-track by
L LightitlegBMX II ai 1,. L 
several
time*. It 'appeare that or.e teeming
nbout Lion uuge a Ship was ready
to Pet Sail for the New World. A large
number of Foreigners who figured that
they eouldn't lie any worse off. even
among the DuBois, had booked Prete.-
age. One of new Atteestor% had mule
arrangenteutn to sellout that Boat. The
Night before the Departure he dropped
into the Tavern to ray Good-Igye. ITo
became diked up anu overslept himselr.
Whet' be arrived at the Dock he saw
the Ship. leaded down with Fleet Vane
biles. pulling out of the Herber. That
one Jag Is whet put our whole Family
to the Bad. I tieere that If he had
not miitiged that itont, I winfld be sit-
ting under an ,suiting at Newport at
this very Minute. with memo one (an-
alog me, • Tne ...trend alistakteour Folks
made was ta tome In with the Rime%
Any see. lit Ito: anywhere on the Otter:
Side at present is strictly in it. stet
those who came over in time to qualify
for the rolcmial Societies are now re-
garded ns It by their distant RehitIons.
but thou. wha have cobs. hi during the
last Century are simple unfenced."
"1 can't nee it in that Light at all,"
said Sep.' "I have been rending Rid-
path's history of the tnited States,
'and it toys we' are ail Free tUid Equal."
“1. don't believe it circulates in Our
Set," said Bill. "It might, if same one
in- I. indee would-get out a Ise Luxe
Edition."
1111.- salt Sell. "1 Stiltik you've trot
the whole Works down pat. It's toe
lot !net.. scan't Kliegs the Conibinn•tlo::."
Molter.: The Betwixt mid Between
Eartilies know what genuine Grief is
Itching Passikm ip Beetle
Re Rev. Dr. Chadwick, bishop of
Derry and Raphoe, in a speech at the
etece! on the Irish Protestant church.
efvrmeri to the story of a pickpocket
having been found dead with the
which of a clergyinan who had come
!ct attend him in his hand: The clergy
man in wItoste onset-fence this strange
incident occurred was the late Rev.
W. II. White, chaplain of the Savoy
am! chaplain to the spcjiker of the
ITTfr I* house of commons In the
reign of Speaker Brand. .
Mr. White was aroused in the small
hours cif the morninv; front hie sleep
by a risk call wh'e early In the mho
jstry he was a curate in e Brighton
parish. He was summoned to a bad
quarter of the town and was led to
tlie bedside of n man 'who was tepid-
ly sfnkiltat amid surroundings of des-
titute and egintor.
The man passed away while Mr
White Was offerirg pray( i's In his be-
half, and Mr. WiAte on arieltut frees
his knees, diecoveksd to hls astonish-
ment that his watch had been remoy.
ed from his pocket and was held
tightly lte the grasp of the dead mana.
• Secretary-Treasurer Bramwood In
his report shows that the collections
!or_ the year ending May 31, 1907,
hays reached the enormous total of
01.939,304.91 amid the expenditures
$1.C42.441.94, leaving a leilance in
the treasury of $29n.s62.97. There
was also collected during the same
period for the aupport of the Union
Printers' Horne 161,931.40.
The secretary-treasurer shows that
the expenditures from the burial
fund for the year reached the aunt of
$39.270. The total expenditures
from this fond sines- its establish-
ment in 1892 have been $443,105.
The average age of death of printers
for the year was 46.7 years.
It Is proposed to build an addition
to the Union Printers' Home, and the
fund for this purpose Is known as
the Cummino memorial fund. There
was in this fund on May 31. 1907.
$12,910.44.. This amount represents
voluntary contributions by the mem-
bership. .
Other Expenses Small,
The net cost of transacting the
general business of the organization.
excluding'The conduct of the eight-
hour campaign, has been only $16.-
0200. The average cost per mem-
ber has been 37.7R cents; the aver-
age cost of ollicers' salaries has been
10.02 cents. The total cost of the
eight hour campaign and Its attend-
ant strike up I.o May 31, 1907, is
shown by the secretary-treesurer to
have been $3,533,04.11. The re-
ceipts and disbursements or tne In-
ternational organization from 1891
to 1907 are $4,934,318.56 and $4,-
659.637.21, respectively.
I The secretary-treasurer's reportcontain; numerous tables settingforth minutely the sources from
which the money has been rocefreu
and the ivenues *rough which it has
been expended. it is alma-Mated that
reeelpts are on band for every dol-
lar direct:- expended by the Interna-
tional Typographical union.
After the receipt of the reports of
officers, the 01:,gating of the dele-
gates, the' appointment of commit-
tees and the cinmosttion of some rou-
tine leanness the convention adjourn-
ed until tomorrew morning.
--
Paganiere Violin. ...
Writing to a German paper from
Genoa, a cerrespondent says that the
recently published reports as to Pag-
anird's violin are "only too true."
"There can be no doubt," -he say's
"that this priceless work of Stradi-
varius is slowly but se-reit dlitinte-
grating. The vielin is the property
of the neittnellTattry; hut-'-1h ood
woiTinn has taken possession, and must
be removed to prevent total loss.
There are already many signs of (te-
eny on the surface, and masters of
the violin maker's art say that unless
remedies are applied soon the relic,
valuable in Itself, and made doubly
so bc.cattee it was once the property
5of Nicol° pagenitii, wI fall to nieces.
There masters also say that when the
violin has been restored It will he
more easily preserved It It is played
upon occasionally." j
•_
The population figures -for Switzer-CharitY that -.betting at home too land on Auftud 9-1905, rite 3.315..-often fallstb gct any-place else to do. 443, of whom. 354,175 Were foreign-
• 




Ashland, Ky., Aug. H.—While In
prominent resident of that communi-
ty, and endeavored to entice '1!Alsa
Nora, the young daughter of Steph-
fens, away from home. She refused to
go and they then tried to force her,
but she fought desperately, manag-
ing to escape their clutches.
Arnett'and Sheppard then began
shooting wildly, threatening to kilt
Use family, and again endeavored to
force the girl to go_ with them. Air
this point W1;1 Stephens, a brother
of the girl. rushed Into the house, se
('tired a pistol and tired at Arnett,
seconding him fatally, (Arnett stag-
gered out-into the yard anti fell un-
conscious and Sheppard ran away.
Abdat 9 o'clock he returned to the
Stephens home and again endeavor-
ed to peranade the girl to go with
him.
Upon her refusal he shot her
through the body and as she fell,
caught her and, placing the end of
the 'pistol barrel between her lips,
sent a 44-caliber bullet crashing Into
her brain, Dropping the dead body
of the girl, he escaped to the hills
that entster around Geodioe and has
not since beetreeeen.
A reward of anon has been offened
for Sheppard's capture and an armed
posse Is now searching the eountr)
for miles about, and all towns with-
in a radius of a hundred miles have
been notified to watch out for the
murderers The countryside is arous-
ed over the terrible deed.
Inithediately after the shooting
Will Stephene, who shot Arnett, one
iDf his /Oster's; assallanja, went to
Prestonsburg and surfendered him-
self to Sheriff Martin. He Was releas-
ed on bond.
Large Meeting.
Richmond, Ks., Aug. 14.— The
largest attended regular church
meetings ever held in this city ate
the open-air services that have been
conducted by the Rev. Dr. Hugh Mc-
Lellan for the past three Sunday ev-
enings In the court house yard.
Some few weeks ago Dr. McLel-
church here, owing to the intensely
warm weather, advocated the plan
of conducting his regular Sunday ev-
ening services in the court house
yard, He carried this out, and the
Idea uot only proved te be se rellk
from the heat, hut drew a large sndi-
elle°. His sermon lees night was
heaid by a congregation of at least
six hundred people.
Quartette of Red-Headed Twins,
Morehead, Ky., Aug, 14.--An in-
teresting party left here last eve,n-
tee for the Jamestown exposition,
consisting of ten .grown sons of Abel
.1 witlriwo'Of their wives.
There are 15 children in this fam-
ily, five girls and 19 boys, all grown:
healthy, stalwart; II roll-
_
FLOWERS
For beautifying your yards and
estimates oo lb 'wet befits we
will call and nee you. Phone
Schtentis Bros. for the largest
and moat Complete stock of
liewers and plants in the city.
Fre• delivery to any




anti Kala, are also red-hatred twins.
This quartette attracts considerable
attention wherever they go, and were
tendered a free trip to the exposition
cwipj kit iheir unique appeatautes
Teach (food 'tanners,
Most people believe thet esough•ls
already. taught ih the public schools
in our clarsrootro,. -Brooklyn Eagle.
When a man really loots wise it
Is a safe ,bet that he Is lust the re-
verse.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, 17.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE-
. Real Estate Agency.
VIRIEIR REAL. ESTATE PRICH LAST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones t 35
I We Use the King of AllBosom Ironers.--Why?I - 
1 STAR LAUNDRY
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectlyand without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, antithe ̀ 'hunaii" so often seen is missing.
Nu other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself bysending 115 your laundry. • -
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in  Bond Whiskies_ ,
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by haying
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle, This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times
Jack Beam
Is nine summers old. The goy-




WEDXFSDAY, AUGIIIT 14. rITE PADUCAH EVENING SUII !ABB stivint.
- Cures Woman's viVealtneattes.
We refer to that boon to weak, nervous,
suffering swemen-inween a6 Dr. Piercer's
Favorite Prescription.
lir. John Fade oue of the Editorial Staff
of Tlik ECIJR.."11C ?deafen', Ks:view says
of tIttleorn root tHehmets )1,,ie,f) witp•h
Li line of the chief ingredieuts of the "I'a-
vorite Prescription :
"A remter which invariably acts ass uter-
ine Invigorator • • • makes for normal at-
pykty of Ow entire reprocluetive system."
He continues in II.-114inias we have a medica-
ment et hi i it more fully answers the &hove
purists., than at, other drug with which I tint
Se.,, not hrtnwilt indiest ion
for this ITIDIAlal agent." Ia. F' f. (lather
mays: "The following are among the leading
Ind teat lotis for H0011155 ('0 LW it rt tot I. Pain
or Itching In the back, with :leticorrhuat ;
atonic (weak)co:With. of the reproductive
nrstuis Of men. 111.'11, dt.pre#0,1t.m and ir-
ritattilli Y. 'elated wit chronic diseases of
the reprod tire i cans uf women; ettrist•iit
sensatkoi heat it the region of,..he kid-
neys; me rrbmgi (flooding). due to a weak- '
ened C Ilion of the reproductive system:
ainenor remised or absent monthly
_ perl g float or act:on-man> tug AO
wino I colidttittit of the digestive organs
anti lemic (thin Mood I liahit: dragging
awns ons in the extisanc lower part of the
&Mb ien,"
It more or less of the abov. syi Ito
• o ti vi 1. o.a rare.
, • rriairtleilltle.111111111M'  Mtn
'knit1 I I fl ogrt
en ta Is Unicorn rook, or Elelottias,
and the feedlot' properties of which It
most, fa it I, fully represents.
of ititeten Seal not, another prominent'
Ingredient of "Favorite Preacriptionee
Prof. Finley Ellingwo, M. D.. of Ben-
nett etedieal t'alle4e., Chicago. saY1':
"It is an lmoortant raped, In .14.orders of
the womb. tit all catarrhal conditions • •
and general enfeeblement, it is useful "
Prot. tolin M. Soodder, M. 11., late of
Cinci111,.11,10gay8 of Goidee Seal nee :
"In is lutist to its general effects on the
system. there hain useat.,tot which
the'. IN gerw.m1 totartifritffp of "pinto's. II.
Is 1,,iirvI.7;1u regarded he the tonic u.letur in
art II -f .1 ate....
Pr.:. It Itartlitthow, M. D.. of Jefferson
eleilet I I , alege, says of Golden Seal :
"Valtiattit• in uterine hemorrhage. menor-
rhagia I floodtiozi and congestive dyes:moor-
rho.' m,•n•trudlititd.•
Dr. Petree's Favorite i'rearription faith-
huts' represents all the above nanted in-
gredi. nui anti cures tiro diseases fur which
they etc rerenuesenited.
How to- Abolish Colts mien.
The only Way to eradicate- tubercu-
losis is to tend!): eradicate its weed.
Cleanliners, good water supplies, pub-
lic parka, playgrouads and bathe
house, -these are amine the things
needful._ The hygiene of workshops
must be looked after, and there Must
be all needed ebactments in the in-
terest of the entitle health. Nowhere
with co-operation, enriched by public
merit, _yield 2 .."1/DE Izar4.4.4e.- thaw '116
striving along bread Dee* toepreeene--
tuberculosis. Our work foto the Imme-
diate/Inure seems to 11C. In the direc-
tion of generalizing and systematiz-
ing. An immense service can be ren-
dered by arousing the Interest of pri-
vate atel IncterporaretreenDMYAEAAT
labor. 11111 owners and managers, as
a clear, err' intelligent tuld humane,
and thcir attention should be called
to this en:titer by their physicians.
The result would be a saving, not a
lose, to the employers, while the belie
fit to the. Individual wOrkers would
be great. If the word in inediciee
"work," the word in the tuberculosis
fight is "edueation."-Lteslie's. •
V- -
DONT
When your yoinls oche and yeti suffer
Th!to Rhintmatisfh. Huy it botl lc of
ffislitinfit Snow Liniment ond get In-
stant relief. A positive cure for Itheu-
Malian]. Beres, Cuts, Contracted Mus-
cles. Sore Chest. etc. Mr. I. T. Bogy,
w preminent merchant at Willow Point.
5.1521 that he fitatm fiallard's
Finthw nt the best all round 1.1111-
meta Ito vier mind." Sold by J. 1.1. I Win-getaay%er, fling Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.





Ni,: $1 a Day. Everifhiag 0 I
W.A. IL Detest Frusrleetsa
AVANSVILL11, PADUCAH AND
ailit0 LIND. •
'Wasevil le and. Paduca Packets.
(Ineorporattsh)
(Day Zxcept Sunday.)
Steamers ‘Toe Fowler and John II
RopLina, loate- Paducah for Evan,
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In et
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.60. Elegant musie on the
boat. Teti- unsurpassed.
FITICA.MEK DICE FOWLER
Leaves Pat. UCILI) for Ostro and war)
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex
Dept Sunday. Special excursion rate.
new In cffeet from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table an.
surpassed.
For further information apply Os
I. A. Fowler General Pasa„Igent, o:
Given Fowler, City Pas!, Agent, 0,'
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. ethos
Bog, rdoona- Ma It.




Leav#:.4 Paducah for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master'
EUGENIC ROBINSON  • -Clerk
Thls company Is not responsible
filfiffEtelfirSeire niters tottered by
the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Pada-
Tah tO illeterlon. Fare for the round
trIP MOO . beeves Pedunalt every
Piednee lay at t R. ta.
THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
By CHARLES KLEIN. P.! 1•4111C.
Story of Imerican Lift Nivelized From the Play by
tIRTH UR HORNBLafr.
COPYRIG'HT. 1906. BY G. W. DILLINGHAM CoMPAYIY.
(Continued from last issue.)
"Yeti said thot eo 0114. 1,11 ttartti could
resist Burkett nyder., tiyt no one
route tight ameiret the money power.
Well. do you know whet I tee going to
do?"
"Whet will you do?" he asked with a
slightly Montt-LI inflection in his voice.
"I am goiter to fight John Burkett
Rytler:" she (lied.
Stott loeked It her open mouthed.
"Yeur he said.
"Yes, I." Reid Shirley. "I'm going to
him. and I. Intend to get those letters
if ht. has them."
Stott retook his bead.
"My deer chtlit" he said. "what Sri-
you talking nhout? }low can you ex-
poet to reach Ryder' We couldn't."
dou't koow just bow yet," replied
Shirley. "but I'm going to try. I love
my father, and I'm going to leave node
lug untried to nave him."
"Rut what can you do?" persisted
Stott. sine matter has been sifted
ever anti over hy come of the greatest
minds In the reentry."
"Has any irotnau sifted it over?" de-
manded ehirley.
"No, bet"- titammered Stott.
"Then It's about time eine did," said
the girl decisively. "Those letters my
father speakit of- they would be useful,
would they nor'.
"i'lley would he invaluable."
"Thee I'll ,get IllPfil If not" -
"Tett I don't flutterer:1nd bow you're
going gt t at Ryder," interrupted
Stott.
-Ties 1, rt ti seeley,
'"el' te ti Lit 0 tit r she had re-
eelrea  alternoon..
- -84ett reettettiCed welt-known
a:guature aud read the • °moats the
expression of his fave cliangtsi. Ile
gasped for breath and sank into a
(emir from sinter astoLialmient.%
"Ah, that's different:" he cried.
which he toted gee titre:eel the open
windew, and his face sheeted teal con-
cern.
"I Owll teach or write, or go out as
seventeen:* replied Shirley, with a
tinge of bitterness. Thenostuiling sad-
ly she added: "Poverty is easy. It Is
unmerited disgrace which is hard."
The 'young man drew his enter closer
and took held of the hated that lay in
her lap. She made no rektatance.
"Shirley," be said, "do you remem-
ber that talk we had en the ship? I
asked you to be my wife. You led me
to believe that you were net indifferent
to me. I ask you retain to marry me.
Give me the right to take care of you
and yours. I ate the s, of the v..orlit's
richest man, hut I een't us ant his
'mercy. I have earued a competence
of my owe--enough to live en com-
fortably. We will em away where yeti
anti yOur father nrol mother will make
their borne witb US. Do not let the
•int of the fathers embitter tee IlvP$
of the thq,iren."
Vektine IIR5 not einnetn" artid ebirlee
bitterly.
wish T Need say the same ,,r
mlne." replied Jeffereen. "It 1.3 be-
CIII”'1 the elects an. dark about you
that I waet to come lett) your, life to
colirort you,:
The girl oboe:: her bead.
"No. Jefferson. the eiretterteteee
stui II it mirreree !mire-Lac.
Your fauely and ereryhody elie would
rely that I had hireielett you into it. It
Is c5eu more linpA.-s!tile now thaa I
thouget it wag wheu I spoke to yen en
!he ship."
EmotInu stlpped• her utter:nue. and
. . Tier race ner nande
'ideididdeds rTer, I lyd.-
'Shirley:* oeid Jeffereen teed:Teo
"you are wr eig. If you will Dot say
'You' now. I shill go away al I told
my fattier I would, and tete day I ettaii
mere beet and dee& if yon are still 
inyreTihiti aek you again to be toy
wife."
"You may not wont utefthen."
"I elinfl alwaoe wont yote" he white
pier I littareely. eemlitte (nee her. In
the (lint nett of or !torch he ease teat
7..o. leer stalned*e7 was drawn and
Pak'. •Tle rome and beld out his hand.
eteselfee," he said simple.
"Gthielby. Jell-tette:a" She rose-are;
put her hand in "We will alweys
be triunes."
Ile roleel her henti to his lips.
"teeelby, Shirley. D31et :Meet me,
I shall came haek for you."
He went down the porde and see
watched him go out of the gate' alit
down the road until she could tee hie
figure no longer. Theu she turned back
and into her ehair, and, hprying
her faee in her hautlkereitief. she gave
way ta a torrent of leers welch atTord-
rot some relief to the weight on' her
heart. Preeently the othere returned
(rein their walk, and she told them
about the visitor.
"Mr. Itytier's son. Jefferson. was
here. We cragged on the same ship. I
introduced hint to Judge Stott on the
dock."
The Judge looked surprised, but be
merely said:
"I hope for his cake that be is a dif-
ferent man front his father."
"Ile is," replied Shirley simply, and
nothing more was said.
Two days went during which
Shirley went on rompleting the prepa-
rations for her Trait to New York. It
Briefly Shirley outlined her /Aso. ex-
plaining that she would go to live in
the city iniutediately and conduct her
campaign from there. If she was suc-
cessful. It might snot. her father, and
if not DO harm could beemne of it.
That name evening ber mother, the
Judge cud Stott went for a strait after
dinner and left her to take vale of
the hereto. They had wanted Shirley
te ge, too. bet she pleadee fatisme. 'The
truth wits that she wankel to be abnie,
en that eh,. could ponder undieturben
over her plans. It was a clear, eitarlit
night, with no mom. and Shirley sat
on the porch listening to the clerpirig
of the crickets and Idly watching the
flashes of the mysterioua fireflies. She
was LII no mood for reading and sat
for a long time rocking herself, en-
grossed in her alienates. Suddenly shi
heard some one unfesten the ;Orden
gate. It was too POOLI for the return
of the promenaders. It must be a vis-
itor. Through the uncertitin penumbra
of the garden she discerned *patrols:4i-
lug a form wierh looked familiar. Yoe
now there was no doubt possible. It
was indeed Jefferson Ryder.
She hurtled down the porch to greet
him. Ni) matter what the father had
done, she could never think any the
less of the ROIL He took her hand, and
for several moments neither one spoke.
There are times when silence is more
eloquent than speech, and this was one
of them. The geatie grip of his big.
strong heue expressed mere tenderly
than any sehrds the sympathy that lay
iti his heart for the woman he loved.
Shirley said quietly:
"You have come at hot, Jefferson."
"I came tar soon as I could," he re-
plied gently. "I saw father only yes
terday."
-You need not tell me what he mid,"
Shirley hastened to any,
Jefferson made no reply. He under
stood what she meant. He hang his
head and bit viciously with his walk
lug stick at the pebbles that lay at his
feet She went on:
"I know everything now. It was
foolish of me to think that Mr. Ryder
would ever help as."
"I can't help It In any way." blurted
out Jefferson. "I have not the slight•
cat influence over him/ His business
methtele I consider elegrareful. You
understand that, don't you. Vhiripyr
The girl laid her hand on les arm
and replied kindly:
eOf course, Jeff, we knew that.
Come up and sit down."
He followed her on the porch and
drew up a rocker beside her. •
"They are all oet fur a wale," she
explained. •
"I'm glari," he said fraki.tly.
wehted a (inlet talk with you. I (lel
not care to meet any one. My name
must be otitoue to your people."
Both were silent, feeling a certein
awkwardness. They seemed to have
drifted apart in some way since those
dellehtful days In Parts and on the
ship. ‘Then he snit!: ,
"I'm going away. but I couldn't go
until I MIR' you."
"Yon are going away'!" exelaimed
Shirley. surprised, -
"Yes," he said, "I cannot Mend It nor
more at hewn. I laid .e hot -talk welt
me f tiher yesterday* stout one thee;
end another. De anti t don't chin well
he:ether. Beeitlee teis ventter of pee
fathers inreesehment hoe eumple.ely
discouraged me. All the wealth in the
world could-never reconcile me to mut
methods' 'I'm Ittelsated of the role my
OW 11 I/Pith nOd bit5ri4 hid; PlayPd 411 OW*
miserable urfable I chn'amexprefte IN hat
I feel shout it, lent a' are you go-
lug to do?" he asked. 'ellitteg sur-
re:10Inv are not for dad"- He
1,--.!:ed At the chow furnishinp
111 fr,,n1 theme troubls m to
know the good Beriane Liar clone me."
Sold by I. I widsr.lildeger, Lang Brom
nd C. 0. Ripley.
  _
A NI.W Wall Covering.
A new wall covering called "me-
taxin" has been invented in Germany.
This new wall paper has the appear-
ance of a silk fabric, and has some
similarity with the Teeco and Stahl-
brie wall papers, but through the pe-
culiarity of its manufacture much
greater effects can be obtained, espe-
cially as regards the silk appeari>e
was arranged that Stott should eseort and brilliancy. Thd fa-'t that through
her to the city. Shortly before they forcing di"olved w°°d l'ulP through
started for the train a letter arrived fine openings and afterward drying
for Shirley. Like the first one. It had it in a certain menner a substitute
been forwarded by her publishers. It
read as follows:
Miss shine • Green:
boar Ma am-I shall be happy in Pel threads suritaae ie brilliant:y naturalyou at my residence-Fifth avenue-any 
 RI 
tot_ 
IKFor several years the experi-
ments Were carried on, but for a long
time without succees, the result being
Peer thu not artificial silk, hut very shiny pa
Jmportau,ce of the
CHAFING DISH newly discovered wall coveting, how-ever, lies in the serviceablel qualities
of Wood pulp. The stuff is laid upon
a material specially stilted for wall
paper, such as paper. cotton and such
like, and it soon forms a firm layer
which has a bright silke. glows and is
so thick that -one cannot distinguish
the material uuderneath. The silk
layers adhei it firmly to the material
they are lint nit, and cannot be
scratched or rubbed oft. It resists
/ the effect of soda or any other acidsor alkalies; like all wood pulp, At is
t absolutely proof against wet. The
"metaxin" takes any color. It is lit-
tle or neTt at alp affected by the heat--
log apparatus. neyer.turns_black,_and,
having an entirely closed surface
"metaxin" has the advantage of not




We take pleasure' hi announc-
ing that we now have I /enatured
Alcohol for our trade. It Is to
be used for burning purposes
' only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it Is the moat-
economical and satisfictory rue
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of Its
offensive odor. Next time try
it In your chafing dish or alco-
hol beater; It will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to -phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Padueah druggist handles It,
Both ?hones 7Si..
by thetu who, at a date inealculably
seternteet eleseepseeerieeeteeteee. -.neve. -shirrs areedessernetette- tettlese
13,remote. first used the word's from
ous.-/aaabes..tos
they did not even guess at the part
played by fathers in the origin of
chlidren.. Many savages hold that a
by her father nod metive. Mil' 1111AMesi child is a apirlt who has chosen to
It over to  Stott She at once eat dawn "strike his being Into bounds." and
and wrote this reply: others imagine that babies are made,
like terra cotta figures, out of clay.
liv the Crow, or the Moon, or Then-
der, or some fanttiful being.
The words for "mother" and "son"
in many European languages appear
to hay,. meant, judging by their ete-
Stett. fliallage, "the producer" and 'the
"He'll write tee again," she said, thing produced." But the meaning
"and heat time his wife will sign the of "father" 13 quite doubtful: accord-
letter." inr to Mr el:tx Muller, It signified
An heir later she left elneeavequa ..thp bread winner." or. rather --as
for the city. tirrad Is comparatively a new invoen-
(To be continued In next Issue.) 
I on-the "food provider," the enour-
You Take No
Chances
Neither do we.  We do not
deliver your inedicine until_ .
we are satisfied that it is per-
feetly right- in every detail. 
A medicine made  by us is
what the prescription calls




RESULTS IN TOUNGSTElts %P-
PE %RANCE IN POLICE. COURT.
littleville - Crowd
anal
18 Year: Su".t.ss / limioncii by En in, s.s Men. tuccrporatcd. $300.000.00 Carktall
..... 41 / /  2° Colleges in 16 States. Inc. F. Draughon, erre
Safe Reliable IttliSilliffil
PRACTICAL BUSINESS CitAtOCUE
K own as the Up-to-Date Business Schools FREE
POSITIONS SECURE') or MONEY REFUNDED 11(4.5
FREE •yA MAAR IN Ito.,S• Des, Fd:onkh, or iilustratle vele: ti MAIL1. Five persons lit each county, desiring to
Ilsanship, Arithaietic, Telegraphy, LetterkLIP and semi this notice I mentioning this
MAIL "el'Ing. hanalne.'
S Ptah itt tend a business college, vain will one.,
SIM° a" hatude- Wahlue, Law, Mechanical Drawing, Dime paper) to Bronstein's Practical Bus.curregerNat-rosily eliased Illinois ,
PADUC.VH, 31 I BROADWAY;entral letesengers.
or leaustille, elemp imis or St. louts.
Troy Flynn, Noah McLaughlin,
Willie McNealy). end Enid Sisk were
eivenaa lecture yesterday afternoon
they 1;111 long remember by Polict
ledge D. A. Cross for promiscuous
shouting near the Illinois Centre
station. The shooting grew mit of
clannish tight, and such col
not in the future be relent:
Cross gave the youngsters to
stand.
Shooting at several boys from an-
other portion of the towel whom they
desired to dm lye from Little% ille, tht
boys narrowly /unwed Special Lenoti
Central Policeman Pat Kirk and wait
Mg passengers at the station.
NAMES F RELATIONSHIPS.
Ety d_eita of the Words Mother,
Sistor, Brother and
Nephew.
Tennyon speaks of ininnis of .1
man, in which "the word he knoeni
Iwcomes a wonder to him." Thel
word, in fact, seems to ,on) 0.-.•
• 1`, itself into meaninglese
• . I sounds. Probably It Is not t•vel ,.:1,
who is fautiliar with this experienee
which may arise in an infinitesinuti
moment of absence of mind or "disso-
elation." It is a different affair when
:we find ourselves wondering as to
;what may be the origintil sense of
such old, familiar, well-worn words, .
as "father," "mother," "nephew."
,"wife," "brother" and the rest. ss ,
,.know what they mean now 'IIt 




ehlrley styled in trientrea as, unseen
Mr. John Burkett Th der:
fsear air- I am slimy that I min tirtnb!,!!
to eomply with your request, prefer tits
Invitation to call at your In' vol.. real
dence should (tome front Ryd, r.
Yours. etc., SHIRLEY GREE'N.
She laughed an site showed this. to
1 
BHA r TIF I-I, 'WOMEN
Plump . lit el.:, flushed with the soft
' glow of he BE i tot n pure comnlezIon,
ni.il, 0 all V..1111, ,I Li-taint-frit. Take a-
•xtuull (Inv. rif It ^1.ine tat, r 0fteit men':
it win prey, tit .0r:stir-lotion and help
16c % pt. and bottle; .7(1 rebate 
airily( Wil.1! 1 1,.,er. eaten. mem, wrn.
round frill IR 1 Ilf
• mll. it lee wave hilVn estate rfeel
M. reroute motheilitee Tex., wettest '4011-nvers• The
thing or groatem oopularity.:'
25c 1 p . atid bottle :10o rebate
ilio:1 for bottle. is:'-,n ithde in 'our 1.ilnily fr./. ogle yeses, end
It fao.t,trtittif ora c,t
ti: ii ;'itnnt,nn"Illit'eltiii: fl‘eVecr*alrl Material for Lecturls#,
for buttle. malaria." Sold Iv J. fr, oehischitereee
ilacon--"I set. the first expedition
35c 2 pt. and bottle: it rebate . 1
far bottle. . ' - 
Lung Bros. amid e. i I. Ripley.
.. --- -  ---- t.) the non'th pole took elate. in 17.117."
Rormania Is afflicted at present Egbert-"Graelotts! Did they have. d ellekeamet eneenete cases teepoileete. lecturee esti early out that ?"-Yonkers
So'''. wiNsTEAD a Sid Iftilseese, which trenneittre jape] etateseame '
I t ogress In Smith ' 
Prompt &mkt to -iione Nem Pet-
welt:of ric tares.t, ant,opnees thei What did yen do when pier wife
-. ten Ty rol. Pref. .
•
eerenth and'Broarivery. 
,  discovers'  of a remedy therefor, vlilch scratched your face so badly?"
resembles the atovil used against
I . -flOnilht her some nal! scissors,"-
...........-.^.-,./sa-v-........--y-----.....----,-, see . •RIMplicissimuti.pitie Pleknefts , i*
under-
LA e EMIR OlVisloN mAcKtRIAC 08VISION
TWO triR --"W y . . . . .7""-c1 -e'.-ltr-- -t•ET1Irrt3/anweasraralwrImmotrt.sowir.
ae,.. C Lev .., 1 4,0  S 3.) a hi. • I 4iiegays & Tiiiesdays 4.03 I'. N.
Lao, Cse .itts I o„,i'y  I) iS P. M. 1-#.0.rostt Alot-ciesk •Se.odays S CO P. IA,
' •Wtqlnesiiare & Fr" leo 9.355. M.
Far Vny• pa ••clii Nioneaclaidd Jae tali.
1',i-W•ek • balatit Tva 6.4vvai llarnit •• A Clivaland derna July sod Moron- r_ ,, _es. '3 m.
taw to so •atiiii Iola use C .t T. Lee. en.: ,Iy. nia day ••rvioe 4417 t.immem unwind, resmaoss#
ad Toledo
,Scled • t e...t • 4•471 P f' v .11aerio.-.1 rals.14.1..i. R.!.4.414. L a I..* 0.P. A., Detroit Wick.
04 711.0-4-de-GidEhe Ekile140-14,61 ,00.- -1.4 11141-a•aa....-0.... ... ' #1•1......."-.."-. VP
BIRDS IN ENGLAND. 1.
- -
this their
:,,.; to .11 mieish. In
• I! 
La hi lot re _retell,
sf 0',(1.111 the pro-ne-oils of crusade for Their •
tite.---ilattaie of Sparrows
reoreto IIITS and fruit
The protection of birds in Eel.:1 ti • • , it , 1..0!Iiiiralito
has reached evil f stage that thie. isewent
come a nuisance, and now it is tog int. • combat the
unlikeiy that a eyrie :teak war wee let lecreose In sr: :.• OS s star-
!Ater." On the other hone. the of the game birds. WILLI' 100
waned Oil them. The'tontelaint tee It' as crows and Weer, the in-
in sport ‘i. is:' .ini tiil r a al horti-ulture,
world-wide diffusion uf sueh words as and in the market. It is the little;- New York eon.
'•enpa," -dada" for "father," among feathered creatures that the bother-I
peoples, whether: savage or civilized log the farmers and gardnere. CH I Lint e.N IN PAINNever cry as do .•hilarctl Who are sof-
is aci•ounted for by teene scholers on Of coarse, the sparrows are the ft m.o. hota:o.n. Snyil Is the rause
roth hla-oso,,trioNultuldontr tol the :henry th3t diet* are the sounds worst. They have grown to millions .71 .ki Meet rry. and are. treatedi
id n, to tneilieinv. for theme first and most easily uttered by babies in the southern part of Eneiand. and f,.ri f
tvarket. I lu!Se us,' They were then adopted by the fond the Kentish farmers ,havo had to or from I food not helm; as•Itiiitated
best it,.111 1Ni; :17t:41 the-ors ganize battnes to lettuce the i r num- t 1 , u, :tewill ,tu-t11".u.',,,h;; parents everywhere and this 
is also apelietd to "ma," "mamma." berme as they were devon 11,4.1,, to I a a st• begin to
and grain and deriroying fruit to a lal,".:rs'aliett,V„!,"La„te;:.5r*.
rat: nous extent. Tene ,of ;tees:Inds of in. Ilielee
Item hroc been shot or eatiele with
birdlime.
In Hertfordshire. Just north of Len
don, th.• bellfinches are thy woe...t
offender:, swarms or ahem (1,•rkee the
air and settle down on Thu' fieid,
in the on herds. The stat.•nrent math,
Is that they absolutely denude the
trees' of fruit..
!Oath apple or pear liar only :t
peck taketr- from It but it,, is lit mown
to the ground and rendered totelly
unuticrketable. Th., farmers and trite
raisers here talk of organitinglorited
hunts to thin out the flocks of bird,.
stariincs have also become extr-nielv-
ituaterous and are badly In need of
I e ceentry people say.
The pigeons arethc mire birds env-
settee lee all the year amend in
nom-r HE Hi.% P.
A /1,1 lose :al int cro•st when help is
within rent-h. II, rim.- whi make that
p•rfnern its dim. mom tdv. .1, ft.
writ. "Being a
1
 GRAYSON SPR I NG S1 KY.
.Mo.A. noted waters and baths in An , , tea
'I' Li D F." A MI 1 L. I( I CI Ft T
atit.etric lielited, Steam heated. i'apacity guests.
No Mirsquitoes. No Malaria. l'svelity Distinct Springs
%TIN !;iilptiur. .11.0 M.SNLZ1'.
A N11.:,E. \ I EN I'S l'alicing, lti l't tans, Hunting.
Eisitimme.
Roles Si ti $1050 per nee, 52$ Is $311#0 gar twee Specie Rates to tepees, Penes AO
Celoreo. NOM legit Toe Mies ml 1641 over Nees Centre a‘iress







First-Class Only PassonL.,,,r Sc./ice Exclusively
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS
JOS. Bk1OLZHEIM, G. P. A. Paindou S,Flniihiri Co , et







.•cl tin• l. r.
t .• •
1•11-1 1•4 01(Li ort.it •.i th,
I 1.1cle. NotIr ti, krt
,111 y.na throtigh t1.4,114 ‘tet
& Line to irrat Lako le-
ttere. A mammoth new aka/seer tn..,
ing S.,.1110,0011.00 will be la u.wisuo..n
between Bettrult and Cieseeted
sea8011 1.0OR.
Arrive Deer I . . 5.33 A. P.
"tuala:e as 'emelt of the mother, or,
In several Australian tribes, of the
father. In that case the words had
no meanine. They were only infan-
tile terms of address at most, The
Greek names for "brother" and "sis-
ter" certainly mean "hern of the same
mother" and fix a fact of observa-
tion, Our enephew" as certainly
means no more than "one od the kin,"
nothing more detInite was -Intended,
and -the Greeks lewd the same word
for "nePhew" and "first cousin."-,--
Andrew Lang; In the London Poet
Tripe on the Mississippi Once Again
l'OpAltar.
for natural silk (-anise mentiftretured. "This season is the best for passt
forms the basis for the making of the ger traffic on the river for a emei
new wall covering "metaxin." The many years," said an old steambom
agent recently. "Do you know that
we are booking berths for the south
two and three weeks iii advance?
Our steamers are' all filled ten days
before 4hey are seheduled to leave (he
wharf, and if timings keep up this way
I have no doubt that it will pay well
to put nue e boats on the lower river
servire."
MM.
"There has been a sudden stimalus
to the passenger river trade. A touch
of what It used to he in the old days.
We hare people lined 'up at this desk
itt files the like of which have not
betel known since the old steamboat
times. We are actually turning WIC-
ple down who apply very late for
paesage.
"Queer to state, the trip south
seems Ur be !nee. popular thanever
this year, and more people seem to
be making it than those who go north
Of course, the exrursiofi rates attract
petiplft, and are greatly responsible
foe this, but it may he plainly seen
at they are going for pleasure alone
and that St. Lnuisans have by no
means lost their love for the Missis-
sippi steam Intoiket•
"We can tell that most of these
people are_goteg for mere pleasure,
because the largest percentage of




Among the prerents Istely show-
, red thee: e Miroland hrido a-as one
ee• e ft of an elderly lady
•c Otebtelmood_with whom both
Ielele era groom sere prime favor-.
• fres.
I Sone pe.,es a the dear old soul
la, ion ii?..C.41 a rairmie ttf cardboard
It-entices, elle et :he eorked arid had•
It re it ate] nIt is heel -ho never failed
to tee., eel, the nrrat-- frvedom SS
Pr)I 1:1111
111.. 1...h. ;'11,1 SUS'
1111,11 a 1 (.1 'L.' eOlOtli
1 11. (.11 Rht h the other
les is ;-,_ whituped, hung the






Louisville, Ky., Augue 11
Special train leaves Pitlimeelm
at 9:47 a. nt., returning
leaves Louisville 4 p. tn.,
Tucerley, August 13. Rouid
trip 42..50 
1.
Niagara Falls- /armlet ex-
cursion train 1.04 leaies at
I:33 a. lie, August 10, limit
fenc days with an extension
of eigiet days, upon payment
of 25 cents additional. Roulet
trip 816.45. ,
, Yours troll',
Jamestown, Va. - Eaposi-
tioApril 19th to November
31)th--:15 days; $22,75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
SI8,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 'days.
For information, apply to..
CU, Ticket Office, Fifth and
ilmntoelitt-ttr Vrtion ,Petaie
• J. T. DONOVAN, -
Art City Ticket Cffire
R. AC PRATHER,
Agent 1-ninn D000t
Thee-re- et, r.rf. ti the basetneet
ee,,, it,: parlor when
eree , tante II I
The si.cal,.-1 ,.1 all is to feel
non,' ;II ninn'' v. -
NEW MATE HOTEL -
ME1'It0P01,1S. ILI,.
D. .1. Batley, Prop.
Newest suit best iiotel in the elf,.
liAtes $2.00. Two large sample
rxons. Bath rooms, Electric light..





REMOVED TO TIMM AND
took Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and Library Work • specialty:
K ILL THE COUCH 1
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WITH, King's
New Discovery, ..HS 80%7; o
vaLDS Tow Nettle Free
AND AU, THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES
FOR
GUARANTZED SAT ESFAOTO h
OIL MONEY ItEktiNDED.
Pre et-
r1 .-09111,9114 0 log at 6 o'clock for the Tennessee0419.140-464ImbriwIllM. , -
1
; river. Pleasure parties will be a big
Art of her business this week. A
party of IS arrived this afternoon
from Metropolis, and eight from May.04.......Tos -4 field. and three from this clay will
anake the round trip. The Clyde isWier Report. a popular boat for parties.
CCairo.. . 2 I 7 o.7 fa:1 No. 9 of the dry docks wasout thisckattanues.• :; • u.3 fall morning, but repairs were nearing- incinnati . i i • 11 I fall completion.
Evansvle ..  7 i u 2 fall 
FIcrence  1 5 fall i ODRWNING BOYS SAVED.John-soil vii:e  3 1 fall
Louisvi:,e .. ... :. I I' 3 rise Tranip Accepts Dinner se Heward.but
.
'Mt. Carmel  :: s tesi fait Rejects steady Puriition.Nashville .. ...  . 7.5 0.2 fall .
Pittsburg   4.7 1.4 fall Centerv1::e, N. J.. Aug. 14.- To anSt. Louis .. I7.s 11.1 fli:1 unidentified tramp, who saved themMt. Vernon ti N "-'; 18.1 from, drowning this afternoon, WI:-Paducah .. . 9 1 it ft. !.:art and Char:es Phelps. aged 13 and
It •ars respectively, acne of JohnJust for a comparison of the river Phelps, a farmer, owe their 1:ves.for Auger,. -14- the - = reseordel -While Mittens In 'The. Nfprila -dia.,----were- lotareti-Wirrnr tirrsraryWats pa sT 1near tenter vnle. Charles, diving.and 1907 has a good stage in coni-Istruck his head against a sunken ca-parison. This morning the gauge'nal boat. Wil:iam, in attempting torend 9.1, a fail of .6 since yesterday. help his brother, was Of ized by the
The river is going down the hill rap- drowning boy and both rank. As
Idly, as this tuorrtlue at s Ochre( the.1.1.ne, Lose eteseeetteg, a dusty tramp
gauge was an even 9 fists a fall Ishambled around the corner of the
of .1 in one hour. The following road, which runs neg.& the rasa:. I
stages are for years on August 14: 
n
a second he grasped the situation.and1906, 7,s; leo 0,-,, s.l. 1,4, 3.7: 1903 without waiting to take off his tat.
'.6: 1902. 7.4. 19al, 5.1 tered coat, sprang into the weer. He; 194/0, 4.9:
reached he boys as they were sink-
ing for the third time, and brinene
the smaller boy ashore, set to wry .
to revive him. Welt= wag complet. -
eter this summer is the Georgia Lee. xhausted, but managed to paddle
Iy
Last Saturday he passed down for to the Sank and then fainted.
Memphis, and this morning the beat -- After some diMeuity the man re-
scsuitated the boys and accompaniedoffice reeelved notice th it no more
them to thee home. Mrs. Phelps gavetrips would be made for fear before
him some money, a new outfit ofshe could get to Cineinnati and re-
clothing and the best dinner sheturn, the river would reach such• a
could cook.low stage as to prevent her getting
The tramp, when offered a I, • •over the bars. The Peters Lee Is in 
nest position on the farm, tefte
saying: -I took the bath all right.
and It was the first in many moons,
•
...
1899. 7., and 17.11, whieb was
the record.
The first boat to keep out of the
Ohio river on ac emut of the low wa-
Cincinnati now, but will leave at
once for Memphis.
Without a passenger and without but work and I parted company soany freight on the boat, but with a long ago I can scarcely remember It,barge lasIrd to her the Bob Dudley flood bye, I'm on my way to no-arrived this morning from Nashville. , wh,
It Is not a story of bad besiness. lest
a pitiful tale of the cruel ieeeectors.i.tsks
Several bad planks were found In her I
hull, and the insmetors reeommend-,Iiim
rei a short sojourn on the dry docks'.
She was lifted out this morning. All
freight was brought io on the barge
"Logan." The It. Dunbar, whith has
been paying up, left in her place to-
day, 
county askpig for the appointment ofTho Savannah was iii last night a guardian for her husband. Georgefrom St. Louis wilts a big true for e C. Poes, who is now a patient in aTennessee riser. She had a big ete
mansion party, and some of the party
went into the city, and look an an-
trimobile ride, and time palmed so
quickly the boat came-nearly pulling
out and leaving them here.
The Dick Fowler left this morning
— ---
GC titDIAN FOR HI SHAND.
.Theut to Receive $13..":00
ries in it:tilroted Accitlent.
Inju-
Kenosha, Vfs , Aug. 1 -Le-Mary E.
Potts, of Burlington, Iowa, has filed
a Petition in the county court of this
eanittiriitin hem. Potts will ih a fe
days reeeive $13.e00 front the Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincey Rail-
way company. He was an engineer on
the Burlington road and nearly a
Year ago was struck on the head
while running his engine ahd hasfor Cairo with a big trip. Freight never recovered from the injuries.forwas piled on her heed -and before which the railroad company will pay
many landings had been reacIteiL this $111,500.
root-ulna the proepeses %ere that
freight would have to be refused. "Making the Stars and Wettest."
women and children resident therein against the Standard Oil company.with at' least one each, it will be seen The shadowing began two days afterthat tbere le ample reason why the---,the famous decision bad been render.manufacturers should make every ef- ed. It is said that three weeks priorfort to expedite the process' of flag to forcing Rockefeller into court as aproduction. Although each year not witness repres,entatve of _the cern,irss than 4.00.0,04)0 American flags patty came ber‘e and quietly soundedare made, that number forms only a everybody supposed to know anypert of the host of star-spangled ban- thing about the Landis family. LittlePees of -various sixes that are born, was thought of the matter at thelive and die between January and time. Thee two strangers came hereJanuery. Mony millione of prtntere when Judge Landis began his vaca-
tion, and when he left for Indianapo-
lis, they dtsappeared. They were rec-
ognized in Indianapolis, and when
Judge Landis-returned to Logans-
port they again turned up. and these
two mete with a third, are still here.
Judge Landis Is quoted as remark-
ing: ''I guess I can stand inspectioniron blocks and loavy electrotypes
No one knows the number of the D.,tx ceLy.:ARI. PLANS RIG wiLK.smallest muslin flags tit-at are made
annually. An Idea may be gained oiej retie-Forbin To Try 11,4100 cemsec-from the fact that one large estab• utive Hours for Scientific Teat.lishment which makes a specialty o Boston, Aug. For the bene-them tlfrns out 57,0011 a day. Elueh fit of science. Dan O'Leary.a 63-yeir-flags are printed in sheens, ranging old pedestrian who has walked 98.-1r size oreheets from 36152 to 40s72 000 tulles, will attempt to walk leInches, each sheet of the smaller flags 000 miles then 1,000. consecbtivecontaining as a rule exactly two gross hours on a local- irack. Physical tests--Circle Magazine. will be made .each day and records
• kept, Local physician's declare It im-
  .
fter, a Woman has euentleded Ii possible for a atest_tasrametseapitit thepiaa to hy - fiat he loVel feet, but: trrAii days he will 'prim)
MAZAGAN POINT
ATTACKED NEXT
Many Refugees Arrive at Tan-
gier, Morrocco
Freud. taaernment is Probnbly
There To Stay—That is Opin-
ion of Paris.
WILL NOT JOIN SPAIN IN NOTE
Tangier, Aug 14.- -Mazagan,seuth
of here, is being attacked by Moors.
It le feared scenes enacted at Casa
Bianca will be repeated.
Tangier, Morocco, Aug. 14.-- A
istrinier /rum Mazagan, having 240
refugees ow hoard, mostly Europe-
ens, arrived here. When she left Ma-
zagan yesterday an outbreak was mo-
mentarily expected. The wild tribes
from the interland had surrounded
the closed gates and were demanding
money, declaring their intention to
rase the town If it was refused. The
captain of the French warship, Ad-:
mural Arbe, lying In the roads warn-
ed the governor of Mazagan of his in-1
tendon to bombard the outskirts of
the city and land men if the Situation
grew worse.
The French cruiser Gallilea from
Casa Blanes, reports that the French
troops are pursuing the deiorganized
Kabyles far inland.
Theie To Stay.
Patio, Aug. 14 —While it is Mil-
e c gov-
Much as a cocoanut.
ernment will not extend the scope of
"We even offered them money, but
its action in Morocco beyond what
was coneuunicated to the powers, they only !penned an' held on to whatnamely, to confine itself to the resto- they had. In the stock that we hadration of order_ and the organisatios taktrn ashore was a can of sale greasetf the internaiional police, it may that had come ashore with us against,be sltruflcant of a possible change our pertnisriou. One of the ostivesiitt the attitule of France that she stuck his fingers in the can an' eats.
lea-of-. Spain te weed a 'view jotnt we Steff blfeied" every  tioLt_efludnee.- I
had declined to agiee to the invite- the axle grease, an' the neat !ninety1 -
note-eta-the- Tamitrit "WrilarthTng the went of a massacre, an' were only re-solidarity of the views and actions strained by the sight of our pistoiciof the two governments which mat-;fol• which even the natives of Malabar,/ter la now' the subject of diplomatic coast the most bloodtherety devils:exchanges vlews. Wethout doubt that ever were, have a svholesome re-Prance desires te_jteeo within_ the wo d Finally' e. "lowed the axle
AXLE GREASE Is TOOTHSOME
, --- -
Malabar Coast Natives Eel It Like We
Do Ice Cream and Give Curios
for It.
Brooklyn, N, Y., Aug. 14 —It was
a weird story that was told on the
deck of the British freight steamer
Swanky by one Jake Brauns, the
boseun of the freighter, eis to the
()dein of the tons of curios' that were
being taken off the steamer at
Bush stores in South Brooklyn. Be-
sides the curios there were so many
queer things on the Swanley that it
had the appearance of an ancient
titasure ship instead of a modern
freighter plying' between Brooklyn
aud the far east.
Jake Braun told the story of how
nrany of these curios cause to be on
hoard and who secured them. They
were all traded for and the trade that
was made was almost beyond compre-
ht Won. Local ice cream dealers ana
manufacturers of delicacies may as
well go out of business if they depend
upon shipments of their wares to the
far east, for the native of the Malabaritinder a government of public *plu-
mmet and other outlandish places has!ion. Would it not be truer to say we
openly declared himself against ilive tinder a government of party or-
sweets and caramels amid solely In itanisni7 Is it not true also that
favor of—axle grease! igood party organism takes email so-- 
of public opinion where it leeks
itself strong enough to defy it? The
corruption of parties-ehe revelation
of this corruetion which has reached
the common knowledge of the last
few years—has confounded the Dem-
ocrats and brought the Republicans
to their knees.' The politicians of
both parties are appealing as never
before to the people Mr. Roosevelt
visa with MI Bryan in the proposal
th men, ever intrigu ng or a %an
1 -tallydenied that tjt Ft h ail day long without even getting so
PAGE ItItlIlet
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RACKET STORE
For two days only (Thursday and
Friday, August 15th and 16th) we offer
choice of the following goods for
25c
Ladies' Muslin Gowns, Chemise, Long
Skirts, Short Skirts, Drawers and Comet
Covers.
No Telephone Orders.
To get ti-ese bargains the customer must come to




"Yessir:" began Jake Braun, as he
'pinned the yarn of the curio swap-
pers in the far east. "Yessir, ye
needn't take no fancy things to China
or to Singapore with you if you want
a good trade On a previous voyage
me an' the other ftliowe aboard the
'ship took with us all the pretty things
we could think of. These were such
things as pincuehlotie, roller skates.
safety pins, hair ornaments, buckles,
of speeifles more or less novel andphonygrafs, an' such, an' we hoped
drastic. but act' claiming to be cur-for a lively exchange with the natives
an' to get enough in trade to sell here
an' retire on. About six o' us went
to the coast one day with our things
an' tried to swap with those fellows
PARTY HUMBUG
HENRY NATTER/40N_ PAYS RE-
SPI,X.7111 TO ORLIAN MATIONS. .I
Majority of One Controls and Does
Not Represent the Public's
Opinion.
Lexington, Ky , Aug. 14.—The
Blue Grass fair was opened here to-
day with an address by Henry Wetter
son in which he discussed national
politics vigorously. He paid a glow-
ing tribute to the leaders whose po
litical careers had made glorious the
history of the blue grass region and
stating that be stood "alone, a sue
pect among the Democrats and a ne'er
do well among the Republicans," he
said in part:
"We pride ourselves upon living







axle grease to trade. There was a
cellybration among the catelibals, an'
they took all we had an' we took all
they had, which was no small matter.
Much of what they had came on the
steamer wid us here. ate we hope to
nalize a good profit on the same
Those natives like that axle grease
better than we do ice cream. They
eats It an' then, when they can't get
any more down their stomach, they
paints their faces an' necks with it
They look upon an axle grease party
on the Malabar coast with a great
deal of pride just now, an' I won't
be surprised If they're waltire for the
Swanley to get back In their neigh-
borhood again with another assort-
meut of grease, for the native supply'1 tie Pepsine': Lady- I lunette ...en must now- be exhausted."red Georee *Gibbs; about lately, Wil
letu. Where Is he? BREAKS RECORD IN NIGHT RIDEWilitatti ---Oh, 'e 'ad a row wr
borough eeemeil. nud left •bs Job. Making Hundred snit Ten Miles Bydemise.) An' if the)- ain't careful next Itelays of Horses.thine'll Is. they'll lose nie Itye
Mender.
SHADOW LANDIS.
Standard Oil Detectives Try to Find
Him Prejudiced.
Logansport. Ind., Aug. 14.--The
statement has been published here
that Judge Kenesaw, M. Landis, who
fitted the Standard Oil company $29.-
000,000, bas been constantly shadow-,
ed since August 5, The purpose, it
Yesterday was a big day with the When one stope•to think that every is sae.,in is to discover. If Messible,
packet. and she did not reach the yeat enough flags are made in the genie aetion, or to overhear some
city until 9:344 o'cloek. United States to supply all the men, •statenietit. indicating a prejudice
Harry Robinson .hats resigned as
third clerk on the Joe Fowler and ac-
eepted a similar position on the R.
Dunbar.
The J. B. Rehartleon left today
for Cairo and nearby landings to
handle  wheat. More _wheat than the
regular packets can handle Is being
brought to the landings, and hence
the RIchardeon jumps In to help out.
The Richardson will probably be
_gone until Monday.
The Cowling arrived from Mofrrn- flags into existence annually..oils today col time with good hind. If the material used is cotton or silk
e, the flags are printed from copper
AM.
• The Betti Owen made the regular rollens. In the same war that the de-. _trips todeye and this morning her gefees Tor what is called teint goods• cargo consisted almore wholly of hay are placed upon rotten cloth. Muslinfrom Illinois. flags and those of paper are printedThe Royal arrived today (tom Gol- upon an ordinary cylinder press, fromconda With a big freight trip. '
Me. Charles Kopf, river ealesniap
for the West Kentucky Coal company
left this morning for Naebv:lie on a
business trip.
The Lads Is still nut on the ways.
and workmen have a barge out also.
Plenty Of work with the barges is
assured.
The Saltillo was tied to the wharf
yesterday afternoon en route to St
Louis from the Tennetu40 river.
The Jose Fowler was the Kkangville
packet todoy• and she came in with,
frood trio.' • 011-
1.•The eh-de -arrived, last night from hersilo' begin? to -find him teenier- the physiciatifeltre Wrong. The startJoppa and she Will leave this even-testing. rill be made next week.
Snokane, Wash., Aug. 14.—Relays
of horses, a railway velocipede, an
electric launch. and a higlippower au-tomobile were employed by Thomas
H. Whalen, a mining operator in
the Idaho hills,. in making a night
tirp of 110 miles in a little more than
eight hours from Wallace to Spo-
kane, to connect with transconti-
nental train-en carry him to the bed-
side of his dying slate' In Ohio.
Mysterious Ways That -Pine. Mart.
"Whenever a fireman hears of a
mysterious tire," says a member of a
Broadway company: "two possible
explanations instantly occur to his
mind. -The one is the parlor match,
the other the stub end of cigarette or
.cigar. The matches that blase up
with a bright flame die Instant they
are touched are models of conven-
ience for lighting pipes and cigars)
but carelessly handled or dropped on
the floor or through a grating into 14:
cellar, are about as dangerous as
handfuls of gunpowder. The wood
of matches is much stronger now
ellen was the case when- blocks or
imatches were glued together terli
size to fit the box, but still, ?meet]
;tends are Often broken off and, at-
icidentally trodden on, can easily hi -
the cause of a very bid flee. Lighted
!cigar and cigarette strews often find
their way into cellars through pave-
I nient gratings, set fire to rubbishwhich sometimes smolders with vet'
llttIe smoke and to blaze at all for
two or three days before the Harm
ibursta out. The smokers are otter
'unjustly blamed for what they do o,
do not do. as,, R. seems hardly fair tr.
charge them with the destruction in
which they may have had no hand.
but they are certainly responsible for
some. at least, of the fires which are
mysterious to everybody „ but fire-
Wen" - , -
e.- . - •4'", 4  Zt. 
r 
" The ten commandisente give little
'trouble th,n,..onie who do not want to
:get art
ative. A majority of one In either
camp settles it: a majority of one be-
tween HI, two camps settles it. In
both camps the more violent and a"-
r f d • t
age, draw the more moderate and
Passive men after them, and although
the two sets of moderate men united
might constitute a, majority they can
not get together because of an artific-
ial line raised in the interest of pro-
fessional place hunters too - often at
the expense of the country.
"I do not say that party gpverp:
"tient Fs a- fal/nie, but rdpesoleihal.
party governmeet claiming to be the
representative of public coinion is a
humbug. It is a trileehtevoua hum-
bug."
Prea.Tiat
• Wild horse's, once so numerous Inwe took all the curios ant ornaments ths United States, will soon be PI-
they had an' netted a pretty penny on tinet. At one time, two score yearsthem at Colombo. ago, wild horses were to found in
"so, whets we (ennesehere again, I many parts of this country, ,but they'
thought I'd put in my spare money in have been so hunted down, trapped -axle grease, I got some of the others and tamed ehat the wild horse see-on board to do the same. an' when lion has been, for the past decade.we actin struck the coast an' went confined to a portion of tho far north-ashoreleaeh of us had nothing except west. The eastern part of the state
of Veashingtcn, has cluseng that time
been the home of the wild range
horse, ',aye the Denver Post.
The last big round-up of wild range
horses was recently made in Douglas
county, near here, and some 3,000
animals were driven Into the corrals.
Douglas county has heretofore offered
an inviting range for the horses, and
today there are still thousands-of the
beautiful creatures running at large
there on the sandy stretches of bunch
grass and in the -deep green sioughe
ef the canyons. The rapid increase
of wire fences, however, itaa become
a menace to tee horses Mad made it
comparatively easy to corral them.
In fernier days the wild range
As to
STYLE
T HOSE that are in
doubt as to the lead-
ing styles can be convinced
by dropping in our store
any day and see the new
things just from the Fash-
ion Centers.
We are showing some
very new and attractive
th,ings in the way of belts,
belt pins, bags, combs,
neck chains, hat pins and
such necessities as these.
New fa suits, skirts and
jackets are being shown in




If I * s Yew .1 Iler•
4001.10 1412'le."114:21...Y Se4r2I'L.112,"'ItiAtelr"0,
bon :., anon captured, w -re sold foci
froth $2.e0 to $10 a head, deliver,'
on the range. The demand for these
horses, which are extremely hardy
and absolutely sure footed, has in-
creased rapidly in recent years, how-
ever, with the result that prices have
gone soaring. Many it range rider
has found that he owned enough wild
horses to make him Independent for
life at the prices tq be realized In the
horse markets of the central and
eastern states.
There is not to be found in all the
world a more picturesque sight than
a great band of wild horses dashing
down into a canyon for water or graz-
ing In vast numbers on the open
plain.
• Trlf:' OndUllg 0i a big round-tip by
the range riders is moat interesting
to the outsider. When a round-up Is
decided on the horeernen usually or-
ganize into a legal body and elect
foreman for the great' drive, This
foreman is always an old rider and
horse owner who enjoys the full con-
fidence of the range riders. Te Soo
part of May Is the time wsually_chotien
for the round-up'. From 15'e to 2011
riders are generally required to make
a successful drive.
Parrenu (going over -his estate
With his steward I—The flax is vetry
short the year. Seems to me they wig
only be able to make children's shirts
with It.—Fliegende Witte.
Mor.o.o.o.
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
wli are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remembei-
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
• At Once.
•
